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Introduction

1.1

About this report

1.1.01

This is the Scoping Report (Update) for the combined
Sustainability Appraisal (SA) and Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) for all planning
policy documents produced as part of the Shoreham
Harbour Regeneration Project. This will include the
following documents:

1.1.04

The Development Briefs are viable and deliverable
spatial plans for key areas of change within the
regeneration area. These will be adopted as planning
policy by ADC and BHCC as well as forming part of
the evidence base for the on-going preparation of the
JAAP.

•

1.1.05

Together, the JAAP and Development Briefs will guide
investment and planning decisions in the regeneration
area.

1.1.06

Shoreham Harbour Regeneration prepared a draft
Scoping Report for the Shoreham Harbour JAAP for
consultation in December 2011. This built on and
updated a number of previous SAs and Scoping
Reports, including:

•
•
1.1.02

1.1.03

Shoreham Harbour Joint Area Action Plan
(JAAP)
Development Brief for the Western Harbour Arm
Development Brief for South Portslade &
Aldrington Basin.

These documents are being prepared by Shoreham
Harbour Regeneration. This is a partnership consisting
of Adur District Council (ADC), Brighton & Hove City
Council (BHCC), West Sussex County Council
(WSCC) and Shoreham Port Authority (SPA) The
partnership also works closely with a number of key
stakeholders, including the Homes and Communities
Agency (HCA) and the Environment Agency (EA).

•
•

The JAAP is a Development Plan Document (DPD)
which will set out the future vision and development
policies for the Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Area.
It will be adopted as part of the Local Development
Frameworks (LDFs) for ADC and BHCC. It will also be
endorsed by WSCC.

•
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Scoping Report and Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) for the Adur District Council
Core Strategy DPD (ADC: 2011)
Sustainability Appraisal of the Brighton & Hove
Core Strategy Proposed Submission Document
(BHCC: 2010)
Draft Sustainability Appraisal and Environmental
Report on Shoreham Harbour Joint Area Action
Plan (Bell Cornwell Environmental/Shoreham
Harbour Regeneration: 2009).

1.2

Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic
Environmental Assessment

1.2.01

Under European Directive EC/2001/142 all DPDs are
required to have an SEA. This is a systematic
assessment of the environmental effects of strategic
land use related plans and programmes.

1.2.02

Under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004, all DPDs are also required to have an SA. The
purpose of the SA is to promote sustainable
development1 through the integration of social,
environmental and economic considerations into the
DPD. The SA plays an important part in demonstrating
that a DPD is sound by ensuring it reflects
sustainability objectives.

1.2.03

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
requires that an SA, incorporating the requirements of
the SEA Directive, is integral to the statutory plan
making process. The requirements of the SEA and SA
have therefore been integrated to allow for a single
joint appraisal, as set out in Section 3 Methodology.

1.2.04

The SA/SEA of the Shoreham Harbour JAAP is a
statutory requirement.

1

Sustainable Development is defined in Securing the Future:
Delivering UK Sustainable Development Strategy (UK
Government: 2005).
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1.2.05

As the Development Briefs are not DPDs or
Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) an
SA/SEA is not a statutory requirement. However, an
SA/SEA is considered necessary to ensure the briefs
are robust and sound.

1.2.06

The Development Briefs and JAAP will be prepared in
parallel with an SA/SEA, and all planning policy
documents will be subject to formal public consultation.

1.2.07

The role of the SA is to ensure decision makers are
better informed of the sustainability aspects of the
plan, and that the environmental, economic and social
impacts of the plan have been considered.

2

Shoreham Harbour Regeneration

2.1

Background

2.1.01

Recognition of the need for regeneration at Shoreham
Harbour to benefit surrounding residential communities
originated in the late 1990’s as the Shoreham Maritime
project2. This proposed the regeneration of the area
based around the creation of 6,400 new jobs and
1,200 new homes with radical transport improvements.
Although aspects of these proposals have since been
delivered this attempt to comprehensively transform
the area was ultimately unsuccessful, mainly due to a
lack of funding at the time for necessary infrastructure
improvements.

2.1.02

In 2006, a re-appraisal of the Shoreham Maritime
project by the South East England Development
Agency (SEEDA) and SPA proposed that a
comprehensive mixed-use scheme covering a wider
area than just the Port itself and potentially supporting
up to 10,000 homes and 8,000 jobs could be
deliverable. These aspirations were included in The
South East Plan3, which states that:

2.1.03

In 2008, a Joint Members’ Steering Group was
established by the three local authorities to oversee a
stakeholder Project Delivery Group in the preparation
of a statutory JAAP. Shoreham Harbour was
designated as a Growth Point in 2009 and as such
attracted funding to prepare technical studies. This led
to the preparation of a Draft Preferred Option
Masterplan.

2.1.04

During 2008 and 2009 work was undertaken to test the
extent to which the proposals in The South East Plan
were deliverable at the harbour4. The technical work
undertaken over this period, led and managed by
SEEDA concluded that a development of 10,000
homes was not viable or deliverable in the short to
medium term with the limited funding and resources
available to the local authorities.

2.1.05

Since 2009 the scale of the project has been
reconsidered. The global financial crisis and
subsequent recession have coincided with the election
of a coalition government committed to significant
public spending cuts and changes to planning policy.

“Shoreham Harbour has scope to provide
for a significant level of mixed-use
development to achieve significant social
and economic objectives through
regeneration, comprising employment,
housing and other uses”.
2

4

Shoreham Maritime: Vision to Reality (ADC: 1999)
3
The South East Plan: Regional Spatial Strategy for the South
East of England (GOSE: 2009)

Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Viability Analysis (BBP
Regeneration: 2008); Shoreham Harbour Joint Area Action Plan
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (GVA Grimley: 2009)
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2.1.06

These changes include the introduction of the
Localism Act 2011 and the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF)5, and the planned abolition of
Regional Spatial Strategies.

2.1.07

During 2010, a capacity and viability assessment was
produced in light of the new economic and policy
climate and building on the constraints identified in the
2009 work6. The purpose of this study was to
undertake a review of the previous masterplan
approach and to produce a bottom-up assessment of
the quantity of new housing and employment
floorspace that could be delivered in the most costeffective way.

2.1.08

This study found that if significant redevelopment was
to take place, it may be possible to deliver between
1,200 and 1,600 new homes in the parts of the
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Area within Adur. Of
these 1,050 could be delivered within the plan period
of the Adur Local Plan (up to 2028). It also considered
the potential of meeting the Eco-Towns (Supplement
to Planning Policy Statement 1) criteria.

5

National Planning Policy Framework (DCLG: 2012)
Shoreham Harbour Capacity and Viability Study (AECOM;
Drivers Jonas Deloitte; Davis Langdon: 2010)
6

8

2.1.09

The viability analysis established the funding gap that
would need to be met to kick-start the regeneration
process. The partnership is actively seeking
investment and funding opportunities to reduce the
viability gap and maximise the potential for economic
growth. These include the Regional Growth Fund,
Coastal Communities Fund and Green Deal initiatives.

2.1.10

Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Partnership,
consisting of the three partner local authorities and the
SPA are now pursuing a more locally-driven approach
to regenerating the area with support where needed
from the HCA.

2.1.11

The proposed regeneration of Shoreham Harbour
supports the aspirations of SPA, which intends to
rationalise the area operated by the port and
concentrate port-related activities together, making the
running of the port more efficient . This will free up land
for a series of mixed-use developments providing
additional housing, employment space, leisure
opportunities and an enhanced public realm.

2.2

Joint Area Action Plan

2.2.01

Both the Draft Adur Local Plan7 and the Brighton &
Hove Draft City Plan Part One8 contain a specific
planning policy for Shoreham Harbour that identifies it
as a ‘broad location’ for future strategic development.
Given the scale and complexity of the harbour area,
both of these policies indicate that the detail of future
proposed development will be set out in a JAAP.

2.2.02

The JAAP is a statutory DPD which will set out the
future vision and development policies for the
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Area. It will be
adopted as part of the LDF for both Adur and Brighton
& Hove. It will also be endorsed by WSCC.

2.2.03

The proposed vision for Shoreham Harbour is as
follows:

7
8

“By 2026 Shoreham Harbour will be
transformed in to a vibrant, thriving,
waterfront destination comprising a series
of sustainable, mixed-use developments
alongside a consolidated and enhanced
Shoreham Port which will continue to play
a vital role in the local economy. The
redevelopment of key areas of the harbour
will provide benefits for the local
community and economy through
increased investment, improved leisure
opportunities, enhanced public realm and
the delivery of critical infrastructure that
will help respond positively to climate
change”.

Draft Adur Local Plan (ADC: 2012)
Brighton & Hove Draft City Plan Part One (BHCC: 2012)
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2.2.04

This aligns with the vision and objectives set out in
both the Draft Adur Local Plan and the Brighton &
Hove Draft City Plan Part One. It will be subject to
public consultation and may be refined accordingly.

2.2.05

The partnership has been examining different options
of scale and type of redevelopment at the harbour in
order to promote a viable and deliverable scheme that
maximises regeneration and investment opportunities,
respects the character of the local area, enhances the
waterfront and minimises environmental impact.

2.2.06

A four stage process is underway in preparing the
JAAP. The process is currently at Stage 2:
•

•

Stage 1: Information gathering, baseline analysis
and identifying issues. This stage has been ongoing from 2008 and was largely completed by
the end of 2011.
Stage 2: Consideration of options, shaping the
policy direction and developing a spatial
framework for the harbour, including more
detailed Development Briefs for key areas of
change. These will be addressed in an Issues
and Proposals Consultation Report during 2013,
and will be subject to further public consultation.

•

Stage 3: Developing a complete draft of the
JAAP, having regard to the representations
received at stage 2, undertaking a further twelve
weeks of consultation before submitting the JAAP
to the Secretary of State (planned for late 2013).

•

Stage 4: Independent examination conducted by
a Planning Inspector, followed by formal adoption
by West Sussex County Council, Adur District
Council and Brighton & Hove City Council
(planned for mid-2014).
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2.3

Development Briefs

2.3.01

In June 2012 a consultant team was appointed to
produce Development Briefs for the Western Harbour
Arm (in Adur) and South Portslade Industrial Estate
and Aldington Basin (in Brighton & Hove).

2.3.02

These briefs will be adopted as planning guidance by
the partner authorities, and will inform the future
development of the JAAP. Together, the JAAP and the
development brief will guide investment and planning
decisions in the regeneration area.

2.3.03

The Development Briefs are intended to be viable and
deliverable spatial plans for key areas of change within
the Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Area.

2.3.04

Although the briefs are not SPDs, they will be adopted
as planning guidance by the partner local authorities.
The briefs have been informed by extensive public
consultation and engagement with stakeholders,
community and resident’s groups, businesses and
landowners. As such they will be regarded as material
considerations and afforded considerable weight when
determining planning applications in the regeneration
area.

2.3.05

The briefs are supported by an extensive body of
technical and supporting evidence. They will also form
part of the evidence base for the on-going preparation
of the emerging Adur Local Plan, Brighton & Hove City
Plan and the JAAP for the regeneration area. More
information on these documents is available from
www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/shoreham-harbourregeneration.

2.3.06

The SA process is running in parallel with the
preparation of the Development Briefs and JAAP. It will
be used to inform future iterations of the Adur Local
Plan, Brighton & Hove City Plan, JAAP and
Development Briefs.
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3

Methodology

3.1

Sustainability Appraisal Process

3.2

Stage A

3.1.01

This SA/SEA Scoping Report has been prepared by
the Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Partnership,
working in close cooperation with officers of the
partner local authorities and key stakeholders. The
approach adopted for this report follows guidance
produced by the Planning Advisory Service (PAS)9,
and government guidance on the SEA Directive10.

3.2.01

Stage A involves setting the context and objectives,
establishing the baseline and deciding on the scope of
the appraisal

3.1.02

3.1.03

Task A1

Guidance on the SA of RSSs and LDFs11 has also
been applied as, although now superseded, this
provides a good basis and a well understood
methodology for carrying out SA/SEA.

3.2.02

Task A1 is to identify other relevant plans,
programmes and environmental protection objectives.

3.2.03

During the initial scoping stage, a number of relevant
PPPSIs were identified. This list has been reviewed
and updated at each stage of the development of the
JAAP, Development Briefs and SA, most recently for
this report. A summary list of PPPSIs is included in
Section 4 of this report. A full list of relevant PPPSIs
and their objectives can be found in Appendix 1.

There are five stages to the SA process. Each stage
has a number of associated tasks, as outlined below.
Figure 3.1illustrates the five stages and the associated
tasks of the SA process.

Tasks A2, A3 and A4

9

Plan Making Manual - Sustainability Appraisal (PAS: 2009);
Sustainability Appraisal Advice Note (PAS: 2010)
10
A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment
Directive (ODPM: 2005)
11
Sustainability Appraisal of Regional Spatial Strategies and
Local Development Frameworks (ODPM: 2005)
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3.2.04

These tasks are to collect baseline information, identify
environmental problems and develop SA objectives.

3.2.05

During the preparation of the previous Scoping Report
and this updated Scoping Report, a considerable
amount of data relating to the regeneration area, and
the local authority areas in which it is located, was
collected by reviewing a range of documents and data
sources or through the commissioning of studies.

Figure 3.1: SA Process
Stage A: Setting the context and
objectives, establishing the baseline and
deciding on the scope

A1: Identify relevant programmes,
policies, plans & objectives

A2: Collect baseline information

A3: Identify sustainability issues

A4: Develop SA objectives

A5: Consult on the scope of SA

Stage B: Developing and refining
alternatives and assessing effects

B1: Test the plan objectives against the SA
objectives
B2: Develop strategic alternatives

B3: Predict effects

B4: Evaluate effects

B5: Mitigate adverse effects

B6: Propose measures to monitor the
environmental effects of the plan

Stage C: Preparing the SA Report

C1: Prepare the SA Report

Stage D: Consulting on the draft
plan and the SA Report

D1: Consult on the draft plan & SA report
D2: Assess significant changes
D3: Make decisions & provide information

Stage E: Monitoring
implementation of the plan

E1: Develop monitoring aims and methods
E2: Respond to adverse effects

Source: Adapted from Sustainability Appraisal of Regional Spatial Strategies and Local Development Frameworks (ODPM: 2005)
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3.2.06

3.2.07

3.2.08

The baseline data and the review of relevant plans and
policies were used to identify the sustainability issues
facing Shoreham Harbour. This includes
environmental, economic and social issues. The
sustainability issues informed the development of the
Sustainability Appraisal Framework against which the
strategic options, policies and proposals will be
assessed.
The SA Objectives for the Adur Local Plan and
Brighton & Hove City Plan were also considered during
this stage. The 22 SA Objectives are therefore
consistent with the development plans of both local
planning authorities. Indicators to measure the impact
of policies and proposals were devised by officers of
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Partnership, working
with the partner local authorities and drawing on the
expertise of key stakeholders.

Section 5 describes Shoreham Harbour and the
surrounding areas and presents a summary of the
findings of the baseline analysis.

3.2.10

Section 6 summarises the sustainability problems and
issues to be addressed.

The sustainability framework, objectives and indicators
can be found in Section 7.

3.2.12

Appendix 2 includes the full baseline data arranged by
objectives and indicators.

3.2.13

Appendix 3 compares the SA Objectives for Shoreham
Harbour Regeneration, the Adur Local Plan and
Brighton & Hove City Plan.

3.2.14

These sections have been revised and updated for this
report.

Task A5
3.2.15

The majority of indicators have been drawn from those
already being used to monitor progress and are the
subject of constant review, particularly as monitoring
obligations for local authorities change.

3.2.09

3.2.11

Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Partnership
prepared a Draft Scoping Report for the SA of the
JAAP in December 2011. This built on and updated a
number of previous SAs and Scoping Reports,
including:
•
•
•
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Draft Sustainability Appraisal and Environmental
Report on Shoreham Harbour Joint Area Action
Plan (Bell Cornwell Environmental: 2009)
Sustainability Appraisal of the Brighton & Hove
Core Strategy Proposed Submission Document
(BHCC: 2010)
Scoping Report and Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) for the Adur District Council
Core Strategy DPD (ADC: 2011)

3.2.16

Following consultation with partner organisations,
statutory authorities and stakeholders the Scoping
Report was published in February 201212. The report:
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2.17

3.2.18

Identifies relevant Plans, Programmes, Policies,
Strategies and Initiatives (PPPSIs)
Collects available Baseline Data for the
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Area
Identifies Sustainability Issues and Problems
Develops the Sustainability Appraisal Framework
against which policies and proposals are
assessed
Assesses the compatibility of Sustainability
Objectives
Tests the JAAP Strategic Objectives against the
Sustainability Objectives.

This report broadens the scope of the SA/SEA process
to encompass the whole regeneration project,
including the JAAP, Development Briefs and any other
planning policy documents produced as part of the
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Project. The report
also incorporates a number of amendments to reflect
the following reports:
•
•

Following the introduction of the NPPF and the revised
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations (2012), Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration prepared this amended Draft Scoping
Report (Update).

12

Scoping Report: Sustainability Appraisal (SA) and Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) for the Shoreham Harbour
Joint Area Action Plan DPD (Shoreham Harbour Regeneration:
2012)
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Sustainability Appraisal of Brighton & Hove Draft
City Plan Part One (BHCC: 2012)
Sustainability Appraisal of the Draft Adur Local
Plan (ADC: 2012).

3.2.19

The list of relevant PPPSIs has been updated to reflect
legislative and regulatory changes and the introduction
of the NPPF.

3.2.20

The baseline information has been updated. Several
indicators have been added. A number of indicators
have been modified to better reflect the sustainability
objectives and data availability. Other indicators have
been amended to ensure greater consistency between
this SA and the SAs of the emerging Adur Local Plan
and Brighton & Hove City Plan.

3.2.21

In accordance with the Article 5.4 of the SEA Directive
(2001), the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
(2004) and the Environmental Assessment of Plans
and Programmes Regulations (2004) the report was
subject to a five-week period of consultation with the
statutory authorities during November and December
2012. These authorities are:

•
•
•

Environment Agency
Natural England
English Heritage

3.3

Stage B.

3.3.01

Stage B involves developing and refining alternatives
and assessing the effects.

Task B1

3.2.22

The report has also been subject to peer review by
officers of each of the partner authorities.

3.3.02

Task B1 is to test the plan or programme objectives
against the SA objectives.

3.2.23

Consultation responses were received from the
Environment Agency, Natural England and the
Environment and Heritage section at West Sussex
County Council. These representations and, where
appropriate the amendment made to the report, are
included in Appendix 4.

3.3.03

The 9 Strategic Objectives of the regeneration project
were tested against the SA Framework to identify any
areas of potential conflict and to ensure that the
regeneration project is meeting the aims of sustainable
development. The results of this assessment are
presented in Section 8.

3.2.24

This report will act as the scoping stage for all planning
policy documents produced as part of the Shoreham
Harbour Regeneration Project. It is available from
www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/shoreham-harbourregeneration/sa

3.3.04

Overall, most of the objectives were found to be
compatible. Recommendations for mitigation were
made where conflicts were identified. These were
found to be covered by the remaining objectives.

Tasks B2, B3, B4 and B5
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3.3.05

These tasks involve developing strategic alternatives,
predicting and evaluating effects and mitigating
adverse effects.

3.3.06

The Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Project will be
delivered through the implementation of a number of
planning policy documents, including the Shoreham
Harbour JAAP and Development Briefs for the
Western Harbour Arm and South Portslade Industrial
Estate and Aldrington Basin.

3.3.07

Strategic options, policies and proposals contained in
these documents will be devised based on the policy
framework, evidence base and through engagement
and consultation with stakeholders. The SA will also
play an important role in refining these options policies
and proposals.

3.3.08

The policies and proposals in the JAAP and the
Development Briefs for the key areas of change in the
regeneration area will be appraised at a later stage in
the SA process.

3.3.09

The general method used to assess each of the policy
options is as follows:
Positive impacts:
Mixed impacts:

3.3.10

Task B6

+
+/-

Negative impacts:

-

Uncertain impacts:

?

No impacts

0

The appraisals will outline the likely impacts, both
individual and cumulative, and indicate whether the
effects are likely to be positive or negative. They will
also include recommendations for mitigating adverse
effects and amendments to policies.
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3.3.11

This task is to propose measures to monitor the
environmental effects of the plan.

3.3.12

Section 10 outlines the proposed monitoring indicators
for the regeneration project. This builds on work
carried out in preparing the Scoping Report. Some
indicators have been modified, whilst a number of
additional indicators have been included. This is
intended to better reflect targets and data availability,
and to ensure greater consistency with the monitoring
proposals for the Brighton & Hove City Plan and Adur
Local Plan.

3.4

Stages C and D

3.5

Strategic Environmental Assessment

3.4.01

These stages involve preparing and consulting on the
SA report

3.5.01

An SA report will accompany future planning policy
documents, including the JAAP and Development
Briefs. These will be prepared in accordance with
statutory guidance. They will be subject to a period of
public consultation and made publicly available.

SEA involves evaluation of the environmental impacts
of a plan or programme. The requirement for SEA is
set out in the European Directive 2001/42/EC adopted
into UK law as the Environmental Assessment of Plans
or Programmes Regulations (2004).

3.5.02

The SEA process is very similar to the SA process,
with more prescriptive guidance and tasks that need to
be followed in order to meet the SEA Directive’s
requirements. Government guidance13 suggests
incorporating the SEA process into the SA and
considering economic and social effects alongside the
environmental effects considered through SEA. This is
the approach that has been taken in the preparation of
this report. For simplification, the report is referred to
as the SA throughout, although this incorporates the
SEA.

3.5.03

The SEA Directive sets out a legal assessment
process that must be followed. Table 3.1 below
indicates how the SEA Directive’s requirements have
been met during the SA work undertaken so far or will
be met later in the process.

3.4.02

3.4.03

Following public consultation a revised version of
these reports will be produced. This will take account
of consultation responses received at this stage. Once
the documents are adopted, a statement will be
produced summarising how sustainability
considerations have been integrated.

13

A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment
Directive (ODPM: 2005); National Planning Policy Framework
(DCLG: 2012)
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3.6

Consultation and Implementation

3.6.01

An important part of the SEA and SA processes is
consultation with statutory environmental bodies
(English Heritage, Environment Agency and Natural
England), wider statutory consultees (as defined in the
partner local authorities’ adopted Statements of
Community Involvement (SCIs) and members of the
community.

3.6.02

The Draft Scoping Report (Update) was subject to a 5
week period of consultation with the statutory
environmental bodies. Representations received
during this consultation have been taken into account
in preparing this report. This will also inform future
iterations of the JAAP, Development Briefs and their
accompanying SA reports.

3.6.03

The SAE Directive makes a number of requirements
regarding consultation. Table 3.2 indicates how these
requirements have been, or will be, met.

3.6.04

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show how the requirements of the
SEA Directive have been met through the SA work
undertaken so far. Shoreham Harbour Regeneration
Partnership is therefore satisfied that this report is
compliant with the SEA Directive and SA guidance. A
number of requirements are only applicable at later
stages, so the partner local authorities will act on those
at the appropriate time.
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Table 3.1: SEA Directive Requirements
SEA Directive Requirements
1.
An outline of the contents, main objectives of the plan or
programme.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Where covered in the SA process
The background to the regeneration project and the proposed
vision for the regeneration area are included in Section 2 of this
report. The SA objectives are included in Section 7. The proposed
strategic objectives for the regeneration project are included in
Section 8. The contents of specific plans and programmes will be
outlined at a later stage in the SA process.
The relevant aspects of the current state of the
Baseline information collected during the scoping stage is included
environment and the likely evolution thereof without
in Section 5 and Appendix 2 of this report. The likely evolution of
implementation of the plan or programme.
existing conditions will be considered when appraising specific
plans and programmes later in the SA process.
The environmental characteristics of areas likely to be
Baseline information collected during the scoping stage is included
significantly affected.
in Section 5 and Appendix 2 of this report.
Any existing environmental problems which are relevant to Section 6 of this report outlines the sustainability problems and
the plan or programme including, in
particular, those
issues affecting the regeneration area. This includes
relating to any areas of a particular environmental
environmental problems.
importance, such as areas designated pursuant to
Directives 79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC.
The environmental protection objectives, established at
Section 4 of this report outlines the policy context for the
international, Community or national level, which are
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Project. This includes a
relevant to the plan or programme and the way those
summary list of PPPSIs. The full list is included in Appendix 1.
objectives and any environmental considerations have
been taken into account during its preparation.
The likely significant effects on the environment, including Appraisals of specific plans and programmes will be undertaken at
on issues such as biodiversity, population, human health,
a later stage in the SA process..
fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material
assets, cultural heritage including architectural and
archaeological heritage, landscape and the
interrelationship between the above factors.
The measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully
Mitigation will be discussed in relation to specific plans or
as possible offset any significant adverse effects on the
programmes at a later stage in the SA process. In relation to the
environment of implementing the plan or programme.
broad location policies in the local plans, mitigation is discussed in
the accompanying SAs.
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SEA Directive Requirements
8.
An outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives
dealt with, and a description of how the assessment was
undertaken including any difficulties (such as technical
deficiencies or lack of know-how) encountered in
compiling the required information.
9.
A description of measures envisaged concerning
monitoring in accordance with Article 10.
10.

A non-technical summary of the information provided
under the above headings.

Where covered in the SA process
This will be addressed in relation to specific plans or programmes
later in the SA process.

The proposed indicators to monitor the effects of specific plans
and programmes are set out in Section 7 and Appendix 2 of this
report.
This will be provided in a separate document in relation to each
specific plan or programme.
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Table 3.2: SEA Consultation Requirements
The SEA Directive’s Requirements
1.
Authorities with environmental responsibility, when deciding
on the scope and level of detail of the information to be
included in the environmental report.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Authorities with environmental responsibility and the public
shall be given an early and effective opportunity within
appropriate time frames to express their opinion on the draft
plan or programme and the accompanying environmental
report before the adoption of the plan or programme.
Other EU Member States, where the implementation of the
plan or programme is likely to have significant effects on the
environment of that country.
Taking the environmental report and the results of the
consultations into account in decision-making.

When the plan or programme is adopted, the public and any
countries consulted shall be informed and the following made
available to those so informed:
• The plan or programme as adopted
• A statement summarising how environmental
considerations have been integrated into the plan or
programme
• The measures decided concerning monitoring.
Monitoring of the significant environmental effects of the
plan’s or programme’s implementation.
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Where covered in the SA process
Initial consultation was undertaken through the previous Scoping
Report, published in February 2012. This report updates and amends
the earlier version. It has been subject to a five week consultation
period with the statutory environmental bodies. Representations
received during this consultation period, and where appropriate any
amendments to the report are included in Appendix 4.
Future planning policy documents will be accompanied by an SA
report and subject to a consultation at a number of stages in their
development.

Not applicable.

All representations received during consultation will be taken into
account in later stages of the SA process. The SA will directly inform
drafting of the next stages of the JAAP, Development Briefs, Adur
Local Plan and Brighton & Hove City Plan.
These requirements will be considered and acted upon when the
JAAP and Development Briefs or other planning policy documents are
adopted.

The significant effects of the JAAP, Development Briefs or other
planning policy documents will be monitored when adopted. The
proposed monitoring arrangements are outlined in Section 10. These
are currently subject to consultation and may be amended
accordingly.

4

Task A1 – Identifying relevant PPPSIs

4.1.01

Task A1 of the SA process requires the identification
and review of relevant PPPSIs that will affect or
influence the plan or programme.

4.1.02

The SEA Directive requires an analysis of the “main
objectives of the plan or programme and relationship
with other relevant plans and programmes” and “the
environmental protection objectives, established at
international, Community or Member State level, which
are relevant to the plan or programme and the way
those have been taken into account during its
preparation”.

4.1.03

4.1.04

The JAAP, Development Briefs and other planning
policy documents should be developed within the
context of a broad range of policies on different levels.
Therefore, a comprehensive review of all relevant
PPPSIs has been carried out as part of the scoping
process. This builds upon work previously undertaken
for the SA and Scoping Reports for the JAAP, Adur
Local Plan and Brighton and Hove City Plan.
The Scoping Report of February 2012 included an
extensive list of PPPSIs. This was updated for the
consultation draft of this report.

4.1.05

Following feedback from the partner authorities, and in
line with current best practice14 this list has been
reduced to concentrate on those plans, policies and
strategies which are likely to directly influence, or be
influenced by Shoreham Harbour Regeneration.

4.1.06

Plans, policies and strategies are often in a hierarchy,
with the same issue covered in increasing detail from
international down to local level documents. In general,
local level plans, policies and strategies have been
given greater emphasis in this report as these apply
most directly to the regeneration area.

4.1.07

Please note that work on the PPPSIs is on-going. A
number of emerging documents have been included,
as although not formally adopted they provide an
indication of the direction future policy is likely to take.
It is important to keep track of changes in the policy
framework, keeping the process iterative and current.

4.1.08

An overview of the PPPSIs relevant to Shoreham
Harbour Regeneration is presented below.

4.1.09

The full list of PPPSI included in Appendix I. The
analysis includes a commentary on each of the plans,
policies and strategies.

14

Strategic Environmental Assessment and Sustainability
Appraisal (RTPI: 2012); Sustainability Appraisals: Current and
emerging issues (RTPI: 2012)
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Table 4.1: Summary list of relevant programmes, policies, plans, strategies & initiatives
Title
Sustainable Development
Securing the Future: Delivering UK Sustainable Development Strategy
Mainstreaming Sustainable Development – The Government’s vision and what this means in
practice
Environment and Sustainability
Working Together for a Better Future: The Sustainable Community Strategy for West Sussex
West Sussex Environment Strategy: Identifying desirable outcomes for the environment of West
Sussex over the next 10 years
Transforming Futures Together: Performance Framework 2012/15
Building a sustainable future: A strategy for delivering the corporate priority
Adur and Worthing Councils Sustainability Strategy
Waves Ahead Sustainable Community Strategy
Environmental Policy
Creating the City of Opportunities: A Sustainable Community Strategy for the City of Brighton &
Hove
Brighton & Hove One Planet Living Sustainability Action Plan
National and Regional Planning Policy
National Planning Policy Framework
The South East Plan: Regional Spatial Strategy for the South East of England
Adur Planning Policy
Adur District Local Plan
Adur Local Development Framework
Adur Local Plan
Supplementary Planning Documents and Guidance
A Strategy for Shoreham Renaissance
Brighton & Hove Planning Policy
Brighton & Hove Local Plan
Brighton & Hove Local Development Framework
Brighton & Hove City Plan
Supplementary Planning Documents and Guidance
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Author

Date

UK Government
DEFRA

2005
2011

WSSP
WSCC

2008
2008

WSCC
WSCC
AWC
Waves Ahead
BHCC
BHCC

2012
2012
2010
2010
2010
2010

City Sustainability
Partnership

emerging

DCLG
GOSE

2012
2009

ADC
ADC
ADC
ADC
ADC

1996
emerging
emerging
various
2006

BHCC
BHCC
BHCC
BHCC

2005
emerging
emerging
various

Joint Planning Policy
Shoreham Harbour Interim Planning Guidance (IPG)
Shoreham Harbour Joint Area Action Plan (JAAP)
Shoreham Port
Shoreham Port Masterplan
Air Quality
Adur Air Quality Action Plan
Brighton & Hove Air Quality Action Plan
Biodiversity, Habitats and Green Infrastructure
From Rio to Sussex: Action for Biodiversity
Brighton & Hove Draft Local Biodiversity Action Plan
Shoreham Beach Local Nature Reserve Management Plan
Climate Change
Brighton & Hove Climate Change Strategy
Cultural Heritage and Landscape
Adur and Worthing Public Art Strategy
Brighton & Hove Public Realm Strategy
Shoreham Harbour Streetscape Guide
Employment and Economic Development
Supporting Economic Growth in West Sussex: An Economic Strategy for West Sussex 2012 –
2020
Raising our Game: Brighton & Hove Economic Strategy 2008 – 2016
Better Skills, Better Jobs, Better Lives: Brighton & Hove City Employment and Skills Plan 2011 –
2014
Adur and Worthing Economic Action Plan
Flood Risk and Coastal Erosion
Coastal Defence Strategy: Rivers Arun to Adur

Coastal Defence Strategy: River Adur to Brighton Marina
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Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration
Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration

2011

SPA

2010

ADC
BHCC

2007
2011

Sussex Biodiversity
Partnership
BHCC
Julian Morgan

1998
2012
2006

BHCSP

2011

AWC
BHCC
Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration

2011
various
2012

WSCC

2012

BHEP
BHCC

2008
2011

AWC

emerging

emerging

EA, Arun District
2000
Council, WBC and
ADC
EA, ADC and BHCC 2000

Beachey Head to Selsey Bill Shoreline Management Plan
Rivers Arun to Adur Flood and Erosion Management Strategy
River Adur to Brighton Marina Flood and Erosion Management
River Adur Catchment Flood Management Plan
Housing
Housing Strategy 2009-2014: healthy homes, healthy lives, healthy city
Adur District Council Housing Strategy 2005-10 & Action Plan - Update
Draft Adur and Worthing Councils Housing Strategy 2012 – 2017
Noise
Noise Action Plan: Brighton Agglomeration
Contaminated Land
Contaminated Land Strategy for Adur
Brighton & Hove’s Contaminated Land Strategy
Transport
Local Transport Plan 2011
West Sussex Transport Plan 2011-2026
Shoreham Harbour Transport Strategy
Minerals and Waste
West Sussex Minerals Local Plan
West Sussex Minerals Local Plan
West Sussex Waste Local Plan: Revised Deposit Draft
West Sussex Waste Local Plan
East Sussex and Brighton & Hove Minerals Local Plan
East Sussex and Brighton & Hove Waste Local Plan
East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan
Water
Adur and Ouse Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy
Water for Life and Livelihoods: River Basin Management Plan: South East River Basin District
Water Resources Management Plan 2010–2035
Drought Plan: Our plan to safeguard water supplies at times of drought
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South Downs
Coastal Group
EA, Arun District
Council WBC, ADC
EA, ADC, BHCC
EA

2006

emerging
2007

BHCC and BHCSP
ADC
AWC

2009
2009
emerging

DEFRA

2010

ADC
BHCC

2001
2005

BHCC
WSCC
WSCC

2011
2011
emerging

WSCC
WSCC and SDNPA
WSCC
WSCC and SDNPA
ESCC and BHCC
ESCC and BHCC
ESCC, SDNPA and
BHCC

2003
emerging
2004
emerging
1999
2006
emerging

EA
DEFRA and EA
Southern Water
Southern Water

2005
2009
2009
2008

2010
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Task A2 – Collecting Baseline Data

5.1

The Baseline Situation at Shoreham Harbour

5.2

The Regeneration Area

5.1.01

Task A2 of the SA process requires the collection of
relevant environmental, economic and social baseline
information. Such information provides the basis for
prediction and monitoring of environmental and
sustainability effects and helps identify problems and
ways of dealing with them. A detailed list of baseline
data is included in Appendix II of this report. For
practical reasons data has been structured in
accordance with the sustainability objectives and
indicators that were identified during the scoping stage
and modified for this report.

5.2.01

As illustrated in Map 5.1, Shoreham Harbour is located
on the south coast of England; roughly midway
between Worthing and Brighton. It is about 80km south
of London, and 50km south of Gatwick Airport.
Portsmouth is about 50km to the west and Folkestone
and Dover are about 100km to the east.

5.2.02

From the mouth of the River Adur, the harbour’s
Western Arm extends around 2 km to the west as far
as the footbridge across the river connecting
Shoreham-by-Sea town centre to Shoreham Beach.
To the east, the harbour stretches around 4km to
Aldrington Basin. This includes the tidal Eastern Arm
and the Shoreham Harbour Canal, an impounded dock
accessed by locks at Southwick.

5.2.03

The regeneration area is characterised by a
continuous strip of coastal communities stretching from
the town of Shoreham-by-Sea in the west through
Southwick and Fishersgate in West Sussex to
Portslade in the City of Brighton & Hove. The harbour
straddles the administrative boundaries of West
Sussex County Council and Adur District Council in the
west with a smaller section to the east falling within the
jurisdiction of Brighton & Hove City Council.

5.2.04

In Adur, the regeneration area includes parts of three
electoral wards: St Mary’s, Southwick Green and
Eastbrook. In Brighton & Hove, the regeneration area
includes parts of two electoral wards: South Portslade
and Wish.

5.1.02

5.1.03

In order to make an assessment of how sustainable
the planning policy documents are, it is necessary to
have a clear picture of the current state of the
Shoreham Harbour area. By providing a profile of the
regeneration area, it is possible to identify the key
sustainability issues affecting Shoreham Harbour. This
in turn informs the development of the Sustainability
Appraisal Framework, against which the planning
policy documents will be assessed.
The information below is supplemented by Appendix II:
Baseline Data. As well as detailing available
information, this also highlights where gaps in data for
the regeneration area exist. It should be noted that due
to the geographic extent of the regeneration area,
there is not a readily available set of statistics that
perfectly fits the boundary. Most data has been
provided at local authority level, although where
possible and appropriate alternative geographic areas
have been included.
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Map 5.1: Location of Shoreham Harbour
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5.2.05

5.2.06

The regeneration area also includes Shoreham Port. It
is the closest Channel port to London, and lies within
25km of the principal sea shipping lanes along the
English Channel. It is a Trust Port, first established in
1760, and operated and managed by Shoreham Port
Authority. The Port Authority has a statutory duty to
“improve, maintain and develop the port for the benefit
of the Kingdom”. Most of the Port’s activities service
the local area, and the south east of England, although
some commodities such as timber are distributed
further afield. The Port itself is an important part of the
wider area’s economy. Commodities (mainly timber,
steel and aggregates) for the area’s construction and
building firms are imported, whilst scrap metal for
recycling and timber are the main exports.

5.3

Character Areas

5.3.01

The regeneration area has been divided into seven
distinct Character Areas based on their land uses and
functions. These areas are broadly consistent with the
Character Areas identified within the Shoreham Port
Masterplan15 although their boundaries are slightly
wider to take in adjacent areas outside of the Port’s
jurisdiction.

5.3.02

The seven character areas are as follows:
•
•
•
•

As well as the operational port, the regeneration area
includes housing, employment, and shopping areas.
With its waterfront location active port, mix of business,
leisure activities and homes, Shoreham Harbour is an
area with an interesting and varied character and
heritage. Whilst parts of the harbour are attractive and
interesting, other parts are rather run down. Large
areas are in Port or industrial use, characterised by a
range of business and storage buildings of varying
quality. There are also areas of unused or underused
land, which could be used to provide new homes, jobs
and facilities to meet the needs of local people and the
wider area.

•
•
•
5.3.03

15
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Character Area 1: South Quayside (Port
Operational)
Character Area 2: Aldrington Basin
Character Area 3: North Quayside / South
Portslade
Character Area 4: Portslade and Southwick
Beaches
Character Area 5: Southwick Waterfront and
Fishersgate
Character Area 6: Harbour Mouth
Character Area 7: Western Harbour Arm.

Full descriptions of these character areas will be
included within the JAAP and, where applicable, the
Development Briefs.

Shoreham Port Masterplan (SPA: 2010)

5.4

Environmental Information
•

Ecological Footprint
5.4.01

5.4.02

Ecological Footprinting is measured in global hectares
per person (gha/person). This indicates how many
hectares each person needs to provide them with all
the resources and commodities that they are currently
using. The South East of England has the highest
Ecological Footprint (EF) of any region in the UK at an
estimated 5.63 global hectares per person
(gha/person). This is higher than the national average
of 5.30 gha/person16.

•
•
•

Housing and food have the largest impacts on the
EF (24% share each of the total EF for Adur; 23%
and 25% respectively in Brighton & Hove)
Transportation is responsible for 18% of total EF
in Adur and 19% in Brighton & Hove
Manufactured durables and consumables
contribute 14% of total EF in both districts
Public services account for 11% of total EF in
Adur and 10% in Brighton & Hove.

Figure 5.1: Ecological Footprint in Adur and Brighton & Hove

At 5.36 gha/person, Adur’s EF is lower than the
regional average and roughly equal to the national
average. At 5.72 gha/person, Brighton & Hove’s EF
exceeds both the regional and national averages. Of
the 20 cities ranked in the 2010 Sustainable Cities
Index, Brighton had the worst score for its EF,
although it scored more highly on other criteria17. As
illustrated in Figure 5.1, EF data for Adur and Brighton
& Hove shows that:

Food

Housing

Transportation

Brighton & Hove
Adur

Manufactured
durables &
consumables
Public services
0%

10%

20%

30%

Percentage of Ecological Footprint

16

Ecological Footprint Data for the South East (Stockholm
Environment Institute: 2008)
17
Sustainable Cities Index (Forum for the Future: 2010)

Source: Sustainable Cities Index (Forum for the Future: 2010)
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5.4.03

•

The Brighton & Hove Sustainable Community Strategy
aims to achieve a reduction to 2.5 gha/person by 2020.
Consumption and resource use will need to reduce to
achieve this target.

•

Climate Change
5.4.04

5.4.05

Mitigating and adapting to climate change has been
identified as one of the key challenges facing the UK.
Impacts of climate change in the UK are likely to
include: changes in annual and seasonal average
temperatures; rising sea levels, and increased
frequency of extreme conditions. This may lead to
more flooding, subsidence, droughts and heatwaves.
These will have different effects on different regions
and are likely to have an impact on the following: water
resources, water quality, biodiversity, health, buildings
and infrastructure, soils and the economy.
The UK Climate Impacts Programme18 predicts that by
the 2050s South East England will see:
•
•
•
•

5.4.06

There is a widely accepted body of scientific evidence
that indicates that human activity, particularly the
emission of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gasses, is responsible for changes to the global and
local climate.

5.4.07

Adur’s greenhouse gas footprint (measured by tonnes
of CO2 equivalent per capita) is 16.4119. This is below
the regional average for the South East of 17.28, but
just above the national average of 16.34. Energy use
in household (24%), transportation (22%), food related
energy use (17%) and consumer items (13%) and
public services (13%) are the predominant sources of
greenhouse gas emissions.

5.4.08

Brighton & Hove’s greenhouse gas footprint is 17.44;
higher than both the regional and national averages.
Energy use for transportation (24%), housing (23%),
food related use (18%), consumer items (13%) and
public services (12%) are the predominant sources of
greenhouse gas emissions.

Average summer temperatures increasing by
2.8°C
Winter rainfall increase of 16%
Summer rainfall decrease of 19%
Up to 76cm sea level rise (by 2095)

19
18

Overall increase in temperature and rainfall
variability
More frequent and extreme summer heatwaves
and very wet winters.

Greenhouse Gas Footprint Data for the South East (Stockholm
Environment Institute: 2008)

Climate Change Predictions (Climate South East: 2009)
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5.4.09

Figures for 2009 show that Adur emitted a total of 306
kilo-tonnes of carbon dioxide in 2009, equivalent to 5.0
tonnes per capita. Brighton & Hove emitted 1,231 kilotonnes of carbon dioxide, equivalent to 4.8 tonnes per
capita. The national average for the England was 6.5
tonnes per capita. There have been year-on-year
reductions in both authorities since 200520.

5.4.12

Brighton & Hove’s Sustainable Community Strategy
sets a target for reducing carbon emissions by 42%
between 2010 and 202022. The Climate Change
Strategy draws together the council’s various
commitments and targets for reducing its carbon
footprint.23

Flood Risk
5.4.10

5.4.11

Domestic consumption of energy is responsible for
40% of carbon dioxide emissions in Adur, and 42% in
Brighton & Hove. Road transport is responsible for
32% of carbon dioxide emissions in Adur and 26% in
Brighton & Hove. Industry and commerce account for
29% of carbon dioxide emissions in Adur and 32% in
Brighton & Hove.

5.4.13

Adur and Worthing Councils’ Sustainability Strategy
aims to reduce the carbon footprint from electricity
usage by 5% against the 2008 and 2009 average and
to drive CO2 reduction in new development through
planning policy21.

22

As coastal districts, tidal flooding and erosion are
issues for both Adur and Brighton & Hove. This places
a potential constraint on the location of new
development. Strategic Flood Risk Assessments
(SFRAs) for Brighton & Hove24 and Adur and
Worthing25 were completed in 2012 to assess the
nature and extent of flood risk in the districts. The key
findings relevant to the regeneration area are as
follows:

Creating the City of Opportunity: A Sustainable Community
Strategy for the City of Brighton & Hove (Brighton & Hove
Strategic Partnership: 2010)
23
Brighton & Hove City Climate Change Strategy (Brighton &
Hove Strategic Partnership: 2011)
24
Brighton & Hove Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (JBA: 2012)
25
Adur and Worthing Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (JBA:
2012)

20

Local and Regional CO2 Emissions Estimates (DECC: 2009)
Adur and Worthing Councils Sustainability Strategy (AWC:
2010)
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•

Fluvial Flood Risk – The River Adur is the
largest watercourse in the area. Although the
river is tidally influenced at Shoreham Harbour
small parts of the regeneration area are at risk of
fluvial flooding.

•

Tidal Flood Risk – A significant amount of land
within the regeneration area is subject to tidal
flooding due to the presence of the River Adur
and the area’s coastal location. Approximately
25% of the regeneration area is located within
Flood Zone 3a (high probability). A further 9% is
located within Flood Zone 2 (medium probability).
Certain areas in the Western Harbour Arm have
the same level of risk as flood zone 3b (functional
floodplain). However, since they do not have a
flood storage capacity they have been delineated
in the SFRA as non-functional flood zone 3b.
This means that although the sites are technically
developable they will require a higher level of
flood mitigation and/or avoidance measures than
would be required if the site were located in flood
zone 3a.

•

5.4.14

Surface Water Flooding – Across the
regeneration area there are pockets of flooding,
some deep, associated with the 1 in 30 year
event. The flooding is more extensive and deeper
in the 1 in 200 year event.
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•

Groundwater Flood Risk – Although there are
no reported instances of ground water flooding,
the regeneration area may be susceptible to
groundwater emergence. Between 25% and 50%
of the South Quayside and Aldrington Basin
areas are susceptible to ground water flooding.
This increases to between 50 % and 75% in the
Southwick Waterfront area and to over 75% in
Shoreham and the Western Harbour Arm.

•

Sewer Flood Risk – Sewer flooding is shown to
have been experienced within the Shoreham
Harbour area.

•

Residual Risk – Although much of the area is
protected by flood defences, there remains a risk
that the defences could fail or be overtopped
during a flood event. In particular, the coastal
frontage of the site is at risk of inundation as a
result of wave overtopping in both the 1 in 20 and
1 in 200 year events.

The SFRAs recommend that the allocation of land
uses should be made on a sequential risk basis and
suitable mitigation measures incorporated to manage
these risks. The effect of climate change should be
considered for all new development. At present it is
shown that the risk of flooding will increase in the
future if the current defences remain unchanged.

Air Quality

Noise

5.4.15

Road vehicles are the greatest contributing factor to
poor air quality in Adur26 and Brighton & Hove27, with
vehicles emitting a variety of pollutants including
carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, volatile organic
compounds and particulate matters.

5.4.19

5.4.16

There are two Air Quality Management Areas
(AQMAs) that lie partly within the regeneration area.
Brighton AQMA encompasses much of southern
Brighton & Hove including the South Portslade and
Aldrington Basin areas. Shoreham AQMA runs along
Shoreham High Street (A259) from Norfolk Bridge to
Surry Street. Nearby, there is also an AQMA in
Southwick on the A270 between Kingston Lane and
Southview Close.

Noise can be a significant issue in built up urban
areas, and can act as both a disturbance and a threat
to human health. Effects can include sleep
disturbance; cardiovascular effects; damage to work
and school performance; and hearing impairment
including tinnitus. Noise guidance provided by the
World Health Organization states that “general daytime
outdoor noise levels of less than 55 decibels are
desirable to prevent any significant community
annoyance”28

5.4.20

The main generator of background noise at Shoreham
Harbour is road traffic. DEFRA has undertaken a
comprehensive noise mapping study, the results of
which indicate that there are parts of the regeneration
area where road traffic noise exceeds WHO
guidelines. The A259 has high levels of noise pollution
related to traffic movements (in some instances up to
75dBa) with noise levels decreasing with distance from
the road29.

5.4.21

Rail related noise is also an issue around the Western
Harbour Arm and Southwick areas (between 55-65dBa
in some locations) again with noise levels decreasing
with distance from the railway line.

5.4.17

5.4.18

26
27

It is likely that any increase in traffic in the regeneration
area will have an impact on these AQMAs, although it
should be noted that this largely depends on the types
of vehicles being added to the network. Diesel
vehicles, HGVs, buses and older vehicles have a
greater impact than newer vehicles.
Another concern in respect to air quality is the open
storage of aggregates and woodchip in the port
causing dust and air pollution.

28

Air Quality Action Plan (ADC: 2007)
State of the Local Environment (BHCSP: 2011)

29
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Environmental Health Criteria 12: Noise (WHO: 1980)
Noise Mapping England (DEFRA: 2007)

Transport
5.4.22

5.4.23

5.4.24

The way that people travel varies according to a
number of factors, including age, health and financial
situation. People need transport to access basic
activities such as work, education, health and food,
and it is one of the factors that contribute to the wider
quality of people’s lives. A lack of accessible transport
has been proven to be linked with social exclusion30.
A good local transport system is needed to meet the
needs of all residents and a balance between
competing modes of transport must be sought.
However, as road traffic is responsible for producing
32% of Adur’s and 26% of Brighton & Hove’s carbon
emissions and is also the main source of nitrogen
oxides and particulate matters, sustainable transport
and reducing the need to travel is imperative.
In addition to climate change and poor air quality, high
levels of road traffic also lead to congestion which can
be detrimental in a number of ways. This includes
causing delays to emergency service vehicles, bus
services and goods deliveries, causing increased
noise pollution and increased severance of
communities. Congestion can also have a negative
impact on the economy.

5.4.25

It can also lead to frustration and stress for motorists,
who may seek to use alternative but less suitable
routes to reach their destinations. It can also act as a
deterrent to people who would like to use more
sustainable modes such as walking or cycling.

5.4.26

Shoreham Harbour is well connected to the strategic
road and rail networks between London and the south
coast, with Gatwick Airport in relatively close proximity
(approximately 50km).

5.4.27

The regeneration area is relatively well served by
public transport. The railway stations of Shoreham-bySea, Southwick, Fishersgate and Portslade are all
within walking distance of the area, a regular coastal
bus service which travels along the A259 through the
area. Despite this, congestion on parts of the A259 is
an issue, as is the movement of Heavy Goods
Vehicles (HGVs) through the area with the associated
issues of noise and pollution.

5.4.28

A significant number of Adur’s residents commute to
work outside of the district. Although there are no upto-date figures regarding out-commuting, at the time of
the 2001 Census only 43.7% of economically active
residents actually worked in the district. The majority of
those commuting out of the district were mainly
travelling to Brighton & Hove and Worthing31.

30

Social Exclusion and the Provision of Public Transport (DfT:
2000)
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Census of England and Wales (ONS: 2001)

5.4.29

In 2001 approximately 68% of Brighton & Hove’s
employed residents work within the city boundary.
However, the city is a net exporter of commuters, with
approximately 33,000 people commuting out of the
city, while 28,000 people commute into the city to
work32.

5.4.33

The requirements of the Water Framework Directive
mean that all bodies of water (including surface water,
coastal waters and groundwater) will need to achieve
“good” status by 2015 and the quality of all water
resources needs to be protected.

5.4.34

The overall groundwater quality of the Brighton Chalk
Aquifer is currently classified as “poor”35. The
quantitative status of the aquifer is “poor”, and the
chemical status is classified as “good (deteriorating)”.

5.4.35

The overall water quality of the Adur Estuary is
classified as “moderate”. The ecological quality is also
“moderate” and the chemical quality is “good”.

5.4.36

The EA monitors the quality of bathing water at
Southwick Beach. Since 2009 water at this location
has achieved “higher” status. This means that bathing
water meets the criteria for the stricter guideline
standards of the revised European Bathing Water
Directive (2006/7/EC).

Water Resources
5.4.30

Southern Water provides water to the regeneration
area. Much of Adur and Brighton & Hove overlie the
Brighton Chalk Aquifer. This is an important and
heavily exploited groundwater resource supplying
water for public consumption.

5.4.31

Household per capita consumption of water in the
Sussex Coast Water Resource Zone was 160 litres per
person per day. This is slightly higher than the average
for the Southern Water area of 157 litres per person
per day33.

5.4.32

The EA has classified the location as falling within an
area of serious water stress, where demand for water
is high and resource availability is low34.

32

Brighton & Hove Local Transport Plan (BHCC: 2011)
Domestic Water Consumption Data (Southern Water: 2012)
34
Areas of Water Stress: Final Classification (Environment
Agency: 2007)
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South East River Basin Management Plan (EA: 2009)

Biodiversity, Fauna and Flora
5.4.37

The distribution and types of species found in an area
is a good indicator of the state of the wider
environment. Even in urban area, where natural
habitats are often highly modified and fragmented, the
presence of a range of beneficial species can be a
good indicator of environmental quality.

5.4.38

As a result of its sheltered nature, the Shoreham
Harbour area is a regionally important site for passage
bird species and is of county importance for wintering
birds. The area is also of local importance for breeding
birds36.

5.4.39

The regeneration area is adjacent to the Adur Estuary,
a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), just to the
west of the JAAP boundary. It has particular ecological
significance because of its inter-tidal mudflats. It also
contains one of the few saltmarsh habitats in Sussex.
The Adur Estuary is an important habitat for a range of
species, particularly wading birds. Furthermore, the
site is considered to be of national importance for the
Ringed Plover.

5.4.40

There are two Sites of Nature Conservation
Importance (SNCIs) within the regeneration area at
Shoreham Beach and Basin Road South. The
Shoreham Beach site extends outside of the JAAP
area, heading west along the coast and also includes a
Local Nature Reserve (LNR). Comprised of nationally
rare coastal vegetated shingle, both sites are
considered to be of high ecological value locally and
are important habitats for a diverse range of plants that
are rare within Sussex. They are also known to contain
several reptile species, including the protected Slowworm and Viviparous Lizard (common lizard)37.

5.4.41

There is an exceptional population of common lizards
and a good population of slow worms on the coastal
grassland at Southwick Waterfront38. This site, on the
northern edge of Shoreham Harbour’s Eastern Arm,
south of the A259, is also important for breeding birds.

Cultural Heritage
5.4.42

37

There are two conservation areas partly within the
regeneration area. These are defined as "areas of
special architectural or historic interest, the character
or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance".

Shoreham JAAP Vegetated Shingle Survey Report (Halcrow:
2009)
38
Shoreham JAAP Reptile Survey Report (Halcrow: 2009)
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Review of the Birds of Shoreham Harbour (The Ecology
Consultancy: 2009)
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The Shoreham-by-Sea Conservation Area covers
much of the town centre including the river frontage
downstream of Norfolk Bridge. Within the regeneration
area this includes the riverside areas between
Shoreham Harbour footbridge in the west, and the
former Parcel Force site in the east.

Contaminated Land
5.4.48

Shoreham Harbour facilitates industrial activity and
there are a wide range of former and current land uses
that have had the potential to contaminate the
underlying land and groundwater in different ways.

5.4.44

The Riverside section of the Southwick Conservation
Area is located in the centre of the regeneration area,
encompassing a riverside area with frontages onto
Albion Street.

5.4.49

5.4.45

Outside the regeneration area there are two additional
Conservation Areas in close proximity. The Kingston
Buci Conservation Area lies to the north of the harbour
mouth on the northern side of the railway line. The
Portslade Conservation Area is located on the northern
edge of the South Portslade Ward. This Conservation
Area contains several Listed Buildings.

Former land uses have included Portslade Gas Works,
oil storage, and coal & timber yards. Current uses also
include coal and timber yards, as well as a power
station, aggregate sorting and storage sites, garages,
oil and petrol storage areas, a waste water treatment
facility and other waste uses. There are also historic
landfills present at the eastern side of the site.
Consequently, significant risks of pollutant linkages
have been found on the site and in general the
regeneration area is at a very high risk of being
contaminated39.

5.4.46

There are 3 Grade II Listed Buildings within
regeneration area. These are:

5.4.43

•
•
•
5.4.47

Royal Sussex Yacht Club, Riverside, Southwick
Sussex Arms Public House, Fishersgate Terrace,
Fishersgate
Kingston Lighthouse, Brighton Road.

The JAAP boundary also includes the Old Fort on
Shoreham Beach, a military fort built in 1857 and
classified as a Scheduled Ancient Monument.

39

Shoreham Harbour Contaminated Land Study (WSP
Environmental: 2009)
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5.5

Economic Information

Gross Value Added
5.5.01

5.5.02

In 2009 Gross Value Added (GVA) per head in
Brighton & Hove was estimated at £20,611. This is
higher than the average for England (£20,498 per
head), but lower than the regional average for the
South East (£21,257 per head). GVA data is not
available for Adur, but was estimated at £19,241
across West Sussex as a whole40.

Figure 5.2 illustrates GVA per head between 1999 and
2009 compared to the average for England. GVA per
head was consistently between 4% and 6% higher in
South East England. In 1999, GVA per head in
Brighton was 10% below the English average. It had
increased to 2% above the English average by 2003,
and remained at around this level until 2009. The trend
in West Sussex is quite different. GVA per head fell
from 1% above the English average in 2002 to 5%
below in 2009.

Percentage difference to
English average

Figure 5.2: GVA per head compared to English average
Business Formation
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In 2007, there were 1,800 VAT registered businesses
in Adur41. In Brighton & Hove there were 9,625 VAT
registered businesses in the same year. The majority
of firms in both districts are small businesses
employing 1 to 10 people42.

5.5.04

New business formation rates are markedly different in
the two districts. For Brighton & Hove, business startups were 56 per 10,000 in 2010. This is substantially
higher than both the regional and national rates. Adur
had a relatively low company start-up rate of 36
businesses per 10,000 residents. This compares with
the regional and national rates of 43 and 38 per 10,000
residents respectively43.

41

VAT Registered Businesses (BERR: 2007)
Local Authority Labour Market Statistics (NOMIS: 2012)
43
Business Demography (ONS: 2010); Mid-Year Population
Estimates (ONS: 2010)

Source: Adapted from NUTS 3 Regional GVA Data (ONS: 2011)
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5.5.03

42

NUTS 3 Regional GVA Data (ONS: 2011)
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5.5.05

Employment

Adur District as a whole contains 41% of the industrial
floorspace, 25% of the warehouse floorspace but just
6% of the office floorspace within the Adur, Brighton &
Hove and Worthing sub-region44.

5.5.08

As of 2010, Adur had a job density of 0.54. This figure
represents the ratio of the number of total jobs per
resident of working age in the district. This density is
significantly lower than that of the South East (0.80)
and Great Britain as a whole (0.78). At 0.77 Brighton &
Hove’s job density was slightly lower than both the
regional and national averages46.

5.5.09

As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the jobs densities of
Brighton & Hove, the South East region and England
were broadly similar in each year between 2000 and
2010. All have seen a slight decrease during this
period. Adur’s jobs density was substantially lower in
each year. It fell each year from a high of 0.65 in 2005.

5.5.10

As of 2010, 61% of the resident population of Adur
were of working age which is lower than both the
regional average of 64% and the national average
which is 65%. For Brighton & Hove the figure was
higher than both the regional and national average at
70%47.

Shoreham Port
5.5.06

5.5.07

Providing around 1,400 jobs, Shoreham Port is the
largest commercial port between Southampton and
Dover. The port supports a range of employers and
industries, including large national companies such as
Texaco and Travis Perkins, as well as small to medium
sized companies including mechanic repairs, furniture
making and carpentry, and office based employers45.
Whilst Shoreham Harbour is a well-established
business area, there is a scarcity of readily available
land for new economic development in the wider area.
Shoreham Port experiences approximately 700-900
ship arrivals per year, which results in a trading
throughput of roughly 1.8 million tonnes per year. The
main commodities that are imported and exported at
the port are aggregates, timber, scrap metal, cereals,
oil and increasingly steel.

44

Adur District Employment Land Review Update (GL Hearn:
2011)
45
Shoreham Port Masterplan (SPA: 2010)

46
47
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Jobs Density (ONS: 2010)
Mid-Year Population Estimates (ONS: 2010)

Jobs per working age resident

Figure 5.3: Jobs Density
1

Figure 5.4: Employee jobs in Brighton & Hove and Adur
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5.5.11

5.5.12

48

In 2011, 78.1% of Adur’s working age population were
economically active, compared with 73.7% in Brighton
& Hove. Both figures are lower than the South East
figure of 79.2% whilst Adur has a higher figure than the
national rate of 76.2%48.

Annual Population Survey (ONS: 2011)
41

As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the jobs profiles of Brighton
& Hove and Adur are quite different, both from each
other and from the regional average.

5.5.13

5.5.14

5.5.15

49

Earnings

In Brighton & Hove 30.3% of jobs are in public
administration, education or health. This is significantly
higher than the figures of 25.7% in Adur and 25.6%
across the South East. Finance, IT and business
account for 26.8% of Brighton & Hove’s jobs. This
compares with 19.6% in Adur and 24% regionally.
In Adur, 27.8% of jobs are in distribution, hotels and
restaurants. This compares with 24.0% in Brighton &
Hove and 24.6% across the South East. Adur also has
significantly higher percentages of jobs in
manufacturing and construction (12.2% and 7.0%).
Comparable figures for Brighton & Hove are 2.9% and
2.7%. Regionally the figures are 8.1% and 4.5%49.
Across the South East of England around 69% of jobs
are full-time and 31% part-time. In Brighton & Hove,
part-time jobs are more common than the regional
average at 35.4%. Adur is slightly below the regional
average at 30.5%.

5.5.16

Median weekly workplace earnings for full-time
workers in Brighton & Hove were £460 in 2011; 13%
lower than the South East regional average of £528
and 9% lower than the national average for England of
£507. In 2002, median weekly workplace earnings
were £378, 10% lower than the regional average of
£420, and 5% lower than the national average for
England of £39750.

5.5.17

Weekly workplace earnings in Adur in 2011 were
£474, 10% lower than the regional average and 7%
lower than the English national average. In 2002,
workplace earnings in the district were £433, 3%
higher than the regional average and 9% higher than
the national average of £392.

5.5.18

Residential analysis of earnings data for 2011 show
that median full-time weekly earnings for Brighton &
Hove’s inhabitants were £527. This is substantially
higher than the workplace based figure of £460. This is
an indicative of significant out-commuting to higherpaid jobs elsewhere.

5.5.19

Median full-time weekly earnings for Adur’s residents
were £411. This is substantially lower than the
workplace based figure of £474. Given Adur’s low jobs
density, this may indicate out-commuting to lower-paid
jobs elsewhere.
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Annual Business Enquiry (ONS: 2008)
42

Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ONS: 2011)

Figure 5.5: Residents’ median weekly earnings compared to
English average
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5.5.22

There is not a particularly strong tourism market in the
regeneration area, despite being located so close to
the seaside resorts of Brighton and Worthing. In
Brighton & Hove 11.9% of jobs are tourism-related. In
Adur 6.2% of jobs are tourism related. This compares
with 8.2% across the South East region51.

5.5.23

Brighton & Hove’s hotel and guesthouse supply is
significant, with 160 establishments offering a total of
4,293 rooms. Towards the outskirts of the City this
supply is dispersed, although there are several
guesthouses along Kingsway, Hove, on the north side
of Aldrington Basin.

5.5.24

Currently, there is very little serviced accommodation
within Shoreham-by-Sea with only two small inns and
a 4* guesthouse within the town itself. The total current
bedroom offer is 62 rooms in this area52.
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England

Source: Adapted from Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings
(ONS: 2011)
5.5.20

In Adur the trend is quite different. In 2002 residents
weekly earnings were equivalent to the English
average. By 2006, they were 21% below the English
average. Since then they have varied between 13%
below average in 2007 and 19% below average in
2010 and 2011.

As illustrated in Figure 5.5, residents’ median weekly
earnings in Brighton & Hove have varied in relation to
the English average, but in most years have been
higher.
51
52
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Annual Business Inquiry (ONS: 2008)
Hotel and Visitor Study (GVA Grimley: 2009)

5.6

Social Information

Population and Settlement

5.6.02

Brighton & Hove is the most populous local authority in
South East England, with an estimated residential
population of 273,40053. This has increased by over
10% since 2001, when the city’s population was
247,80054. Over the same period, the populations of
England and the South East region grew by around
8%). Brighton & Hove is a tightly constrained, compact
city situated between the South Downs National Park
and the sea.

In Brighton & Hove, the population of South Portslade
ward is 6,100 and Wish is 5,600. In Adur, the
population of St Mary’s ward is 2,700, Southwick
Green is 2,700 and Eastbrook is 2,80055.

Figure 5.6: Age Structure of Brighton & Hove and Adur
80 +
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Adur, with a population of 61,200, is the least populous
local authority in South East England. The population
of the district has increase by approximately 3% since
the Census of 2001. This was the smallest percentage
change in South East England.
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Adur’s population is mostly concentrated in the towns
of Shoreham-by-Sea and Southwick, which are
contiguous with Brighton & Hove, and the
neighbouring coastal town of Lancing. The northern
area of the district is more sparsely populated, falling
within the South Downs National Park.
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Census of England and Wales (ONS: 2011)
Census of England and Wales (ONS: 2001)
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Mid-Year Population Estimates (ONS: 2010)
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5.6.06

5.6.07

Figure 5.7: Median Ages in 2001 and 2011

As illustrated in Figure 5.6, Brighton & Hove and Adur
have significantly different age structures. Generally,
Brighton & Hove has a younger population; with
around 19% of residents aged 20 – 29 and 16% aged
30-39. Around 10% of Adur’s population is aged 20-29.
29% of Adur’s residents are over 60, compared with
18% in Brighton & Hove56.
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Median Age of Population

5.6.05

As illustrated in Figure 5.7, in 2011 the median age in
Brighton & Hove was 35. This is a slight fall from 36 in
2001. Nationally the trend was reversed, with an
increase from 37 in 2001 to 39 in 2011. In Adur the
median age in 2011 was 44. This has increased from
42 in 2001. In both years the median age in Adur was
5 years older than the national average. Of the 67 local
authorities in South East England, Adur is ranked 8
and Brighton and Hove is ranked 60, where 1 is the
oldest median age and 67 is the youngest.
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In Brighton & Hove there are 99 males for every 100
females. This is higher than the averages for England
and the South East (97 and 96 respectively). It is lower
in Adur where there are 93 males for every 100
females57.
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Source: Adapted from Census of England and Wales (ONS:
2001; 2011)
5.6.08

56

Youngest in
South East

Census of England and Wales (ONS: 2011)
Census of England and Wales (ONS: 2011)

58

45

On average there are 2.2 persons per household in
both Brighton & Hove and Adur. This is slightly lower
than the average household size of 2.4 for both
England and the South East58.

Census of England and Wales (ONS: 2011)

5.6.09

In 2011, population density in Brighton & Hove was
3,307 persons per km². This has increased by 11%
from 3,023 persons per km² in 2001. The city is 6th
densest of the 67 local authorities in South East
England.

5.6.10

In 2011 Adur’s population density was 1,463 persons
per km². This is an increase of 2% from 1,429 persons
per km² in 2001. The district is 19th densest of the 67
local authorities in South East England59.

5.6.13

Out-of-Work Benefits
5.6.14

In Brighton & Hove, 3.5% of the working age
population claim Job Seeker’s Allowance (JSA). This is
slightly below the rate for England as a whole (3.7%),
but higher than the rate for the South East (2.5%). In
Adur, 2.7% of the working age population claim JSA61.
At the ward level, the claimant rate varies across the
regeneration area. It is highest in Eastbrook (4%) and
South Portslade (3.5%). In St Mary’s, Southwick Green
and Wish the rate is 2.9%.

5.6.15

The duration of JSA claims also varies across the
regeneration area. In all wards, over half of claims last
up to 6 months. In Brighton & Hove 19.4% of claims
last over 12 months. This compares with 21.5% in
Adur, 21.3% across the South East and 24.8% for
England. At the ward level, Eastbrook has the highest
incidence of claims over 12 months (25.4%). This is
followed by 22.1% in St Mary’s, 21.1% in South
Portslade, 19.5% in Southwick Green and 18.6% in
Wish.

Deprivation
5.6.11

The Indices of Multiple Deprivation shows that there is
some degree of localised deprivation in the two local
authority areas. As of 2010, Brighton & Hove was
ranked 66 and Adur was ranked 135 and in the Index
of Multiple Deprivation (out of 354 authorities – 1 being
the most deprived)60.

5.6.12

Overall deprivation in the vicinity of the regeneration
area is particularly acute in parts of the Eastbrook
ward and the St Mary’s ward in Adur, and the South
Portslade Ward in Brighton & Hove.

59
60

Within these wards, some small areas, known as
Super Output Areas (SOAs), fall within the top 20%
most deprived areas in the country for overall
deprivation. This is especially the case in eastern parts
of the regeneration area, within Eastbrook ward and
South Portslade Ward (around the Fishersgate /
Portslade area).

Census of England and Wales (ONS: 2011)
Index of Multiple Deprivation (DCLG: 2010)

61
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JSA Claimant Count – May 2012 (DWP: 2012)

5.6.17

5.6.18

5.6.19

Figure 5.8: DWP Benefit Claimants

Figure 5.8 shows the percentage of the working age
population claiming working-age benefits. The highest
rate is in Eastbrook, where 19% receive benefits. 8.1%
claim Employment Support Allowance (ESA) or
incapacity benefits. St Mary’s and Portslade also have
relatively high rates of benefit claimants.

Percentage of working age popoulation claiming
benefits

5.6.16

The lowest rate is in Southwick Green, where 10.8%
receive benefits. 4.5% claim ESA or incapacity
benefits. This is well below the average rate for
England and comparable with the regional rate for the
South East62.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the working age benefit claimant
rates between 2000 and 2011. There is a similar trend
in all areas, with a relatively stable rate until 2007 and
a rise between 2007 and 2009. In some areas this is
followed by relative stability at the higher rate from
2009, in others, such as Wish ward, the rate has since
been falling
The rate has consistently been highest in Eastbrook
ward. It is lowest in Southwick Green ward, where the
rate has been similar to the regional average
throughout the period.
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Benefit Claimants – November 2011 (DWP: 2012)
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Figure 5.9: DWP Benefit Claimants 2000 – 2011

Education and Skills

20

5.6.20

In 2010, 49.0% of GCSE students in Brighton & Hove
achieved 5 or more A* to C grades including English
and Maths. In Adur 43.1% of students achieved 5 or
more A*-C grades. Both figures are lower than the
South East average of 57.5% and the English national
average of 55.1%63. At the ward level, Wish (56.8%)
and Southwick Green (54.4%) are comparable to the
English and regional averages. The rate in South
Portslade is (43.9%. Rates are lower in Eastbrook
(37.1%) and St Mary’s (34.1%).

5.6.21

Education, skills and training related deprivation are a
particular issue in parts of the regeneration area.
Some sections of Eastbrook ward fall within the 10%
most deprived areas in the country for this issue.

5.6.22

Areas within St Mary’s ward and South Portslade ward
fall within the top 20% most deprived areas in the
country for this issue. This situation is mirrored for
Health and Disability related deprivation.

5.6.23

Certain wards within the regeneration area are
characterised by higher than average levels of the
population with no qualifications. In Eastbrook ward,
42% of the population have no qualifications compared
to 35% nationwide.
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GCSE Results Data (BHLIS/WSCC: 2011)

5.6.24

In addition, some areas have lower proportions of
residents with higher level qualifications (Eastbrook
ward 11%; Portslade South ward: 13.7%; compared to
20% nationwide)64.

5.6.28

Varying levels of affordable housing will be required
from developments providing 5 or more dwellings in
the future. In 2009 there were around 10,600
households on the housing register, 2,000 of which
were in the highest categories of need68.

5.6.29

An updated SHMA for Adur will be published in the
near future. These figures will be amended
accordingly.

Housing
5.6.25

In Brighton & Hove, 84% of the housing stock is owner
occupied or privately rented. In Adur, 87% of the
dwelling stock is owner occupied or privately rented.
This compares with 86% across the south East and
the national average of 82%65.

5.6.26

There is a high demand for affordable housing in the
Adur district which significantly exceeds supply. The
net annual affordable housing need is between 226 –
258 dwellings up to 202666. There are currently 1069
households classified as having priority needs on the
housing register67 (ADC May 2011).

5.6.27

There is also a high demand for affordable housing in
Brighton & Hove. The Housing Needs Survey 2005
found a net shortfall of 1200 affordable homes per
annum.

Life Expectancy
5.6.30

Life expectancy at birth ranges from 76.7 in St Mary’s,
through to 78.6 in South Portslade and 78.9 in
Eastbrook, to 79.7 in Southwick Green and 79.8 in
Wish. This compares with the regional average of 79.4
for South East England and the English national
average of 78.669.

5.6.31

In 2007, the Directly Age Standardised Death Rates
per 1000 population were significantly higher for St
Mary’s ward. Age-standardized death rates are used to
compare the mortality rates of places without being
skewed by the difference in age distributions from
place to place. For Adur, the rate is 12.78 which is
higher than the West Sussex figure of 11.54. For St
Mary’s ward this figure was significantly higher at
22.0970.
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Census of England and Wales (ONS: 2001)
Housing Tenure (ONS: 2009)
66
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (ADC: 2009)
67
Housing Register (ADC: 2011)
65

68

Sustainable Community Strategy (BHSP: 2010)
Life Expectancy Data (NHS West Sussex: 2010; BHLIS: 2011)
70
Standardised Death Rates (NHS West Sussex: 2007)
69
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Crime
5.6.32

The majority of crime in the regeneration area is
related to antisocial behaviour71.For most wards in the
regeneration area, the level of crime is comparable
with the average for England and Wales.

5.6.33

The number of crimes per 1,000 population for
Southwick Green ward is 13.55; for Eastbrook is
11.12; for South Portslade is 10.25. The only area
where crime is above average is for the southern
section of St Mary’s ward which has a crime rate of
21.54. The rate in Wish is significantly below average
at 6.86.

71

Crime Data (March 2012) (Police UK: 2012)
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6

Task A3 – Identifying Sustainability Problems and Issues

6.1

Sustainability Problems and Issues

6.1.01

Task A3 of the SA process is to identify the
environmental and other sustainability problems of the
plan area. The Scoping Report identified sustainability
problems and issues to be addressed in the
regeneration area. The following information provides
an update to this information. Sustainability problems
and issues have been identified from a number of
sources, including:
•
•
•

6.1.02

6.1.03

6.2

Environmental problems
•

•
A review of the plans, policies, programmes,
strategies, initiatives and guidance influencing
the JAAP
Reviews of the Scoping Reports and subsequent
SAs of the Brighton & Hove Draft City Plan and
Draft Adur Local Plan
Collection and analysis of baseline data.

•
•

The problems that face the JAAP area and the
resulting issues to be addressed are outlined below.
These are structured under the over-arching headings
of environmental, economic and social issues.
Evidently some of the topics can cross over into more
than one of the overarching headings. For example, a
high quality environment can be a significant factor in
attracting businesses to a locality and hence
supporting a thriving economy.

•
•
•

This list is intended as a summary and many of these
problems and issues are applicable not only to the
JAAP area but also to surrounding areas and
neighbourhoods.
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Climate change, sea level rise and more frequent
and extreme weather events including flooding
and droughts through increased emissions of
greenhouse gases. Of these, flooding in
particular puts a significant amount of the
regeneration area at risk, particularly in respect of
tidal flooding on the western side of Shoreham
Harbour.
High water stress with limited water supply due to
high per capita use and relatively high population
density is in an issue for the area.
The River Adur estuary is a water body that is
currently failing to achieve good ecological status
as defined by the Water Framework Directive.
Poor air quality on High Street, Shoreham, Old
Shoreham Road, Southwick and the Hove lagoon
areas (all designated Air Quality Management
Areas). Poor air quality associated with transport
along the A259 – particularly those associated
with more polluting vehicles and levels of NO2
and PM10. Dust is also an issue in the area.
Noise pollution is an issue in relation to the A259
running through the JAAP area and for some
industrial locations, including those on the Port.
Potential for environmental damage to sensitive
areas from industry and visitors.
There is significant potential for land
contamination in the industrial areas of the JAAP.

6.3

Issues to be addressed
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Ensuring that biodiversity and the habitats that
support it are protected and, where possible,
enhanced and that capacity exists to allow
adaptation to a changing climate.
Addressing climate change as a major issue
impacting on not only the environment, but also
on economic and social aspects of life in the
Shoreham Harbour area. Also addressing the
issue of sea level rises that may affect
communities residing along the coastal strip and
adjacent to the river Adur.
Addressing pressures on water supply caused by
climate change, an increase in usage and new
development.
Ensuring that provision for waste is adequate for
the current and future development needs,
bearing in mind that the land available to dispose
of this waste (landfill sites) is reducing.
Maintaining and enhancing the natural / built
environment including public realm and ensuring
that it is enhanced through new development.
Preserving and enhancing the distinctive historic
and built heritage and ensuring that this is not
adversely affected by new development.
Reducing traffic, and therefore air and noise
pollution, and easing congestion along main road
networks.
Ensuring that increased and concentrated
industrial development mitigates against noise,
dust and air pollution issues.

•
•
•
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Ensuring that opportunities to remediate
contamination are taken through the
redevelopment of brownfield sites.
Ensuring that waterbodies in the district achieve
at least good ecological status or good ecological
potential by 2015.
Contribute to reducing the ecological footprint of
the area.
Ensuring the provision of an interconnected
network of multi-functional public open spaces
and green infrastructure that sits within a
strategic framework

6.4

Economic problems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.5

Issues to be addressed
•

Shortage of good quality unconstrained
employment land.
Lack of move-on accommodation and high
quality business units.
General lack of demand for employment
floorspace in the western part of the regeneration
area - Adur is not perceived as an office location.
Rental levels and yields associated with premises
in the South Portslade Industrial Area are not
particularly strong.
High levels of congestion on the A259.
Low skills levels.
Low average incomes.

•
•
•
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Maintaining a healthy, vibrant and diverse
economy into the future, supporting the retention
and modernisation of existing businesses and
ensuring the provision of infrastructure, services
and facilities essential to support the business
community.
Addressing traffic volumes and promoting
alternative modes of transport to the car.
Addressing poor education attainment rates and
meeting a growing demand for the provision of
childcare within the district.
Ensuring the adequate provision of skills/training
facilities

6.6

Social problems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.7

Issues to be addressed
•

Low educational attainment and pockets of
educational related deprivation.
Low level of skills.
Poor Higher Education provision.
Small areas of crime and antisocial behaviour.
Shortage of affordable housing.
Health related deprivation.
Poor living environment.
An ageing population.
Higher than average levels of benefit claimants

•
•
•

•
•
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Ensuring a sufficient supply and mix of homes
including affordable homes to meet current and
future needs.
Tackling deprivation and social exclusion in areas
where access to services, housing and education
is poor.
Helping to promote healthy lifestyles through
access to recreation, leisure and open space as
well as access to formal health facilities.
Addressing the needs of an ageing population
with increasing demands on health and social
care. This should include ensuring the harmful
impacts of climate change on the elderly are
adequately mitigated.
Attracting younger people to live and work in the
area
Ensuring the adequate provision of skills/training
facilities

7

Task A4: Developing the Sustainability Appraisal Framework

7.1.01

Task A4 of the SA process requires a Sustainability
Appraisal Framework to be developed, consisting of
the sustainability objectives, indicators and targets.
The SA Framework provides a way in which
sustainability effects can be described, analysed and
compared. Its purpose is to:
•
•
•

Provide the direction and scope of the SA / SEA
Give a structure to the appraisal
Help identify relevant indicators.

7.1.02

During the earlier scoping stage of the SA process, 22
SA Objectives were developed. These took account of
the relevant PPPSIs, baseline analysis and identified
sustainability issues.

7.1.03

The SA Objectives for the regeneration project have
also been developed to reflect the SA Objectives of the
emerging Adur Local Plan and the emerging Brighton
& Hove City Plan. An exercise was undertaken to
compare and where applicable combine objectives.
The results of this can be found in Appendix 3.
Because the regeneration area is more limited in size
and scope than the Adur Local Plan and Brighton &
Hove City Plan, some objectives were removed as it
was felt that the regeneration project would have no or
little influence on them.
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7.1.04

Developing and refining the Sustainability Objectives
has been an iterative process. Some objectives have
been reworded or amended following consultation on
the previous Scoping Report. There have also been
some minor changes during the preparation of this
report. Table 7.1 sets out the revised Sustainability
Objectives, indicators and supporting criteria.

7.1.05

The numbers of social, environmental and economic
objectives are not evenly matched as they reflect the
key issues affecting Shoreham Harbour. Objectives
cannot always be grouped into purely social, economic
or environmental categories as many are overlapping
and do not have distinct impacts on only one category.
For example, the climate change and flooding
objective has social, economic and environmental
effects.

7.1.06

The criteria that support the Sustainability Objectives
are intended as a reference to the potential effects that
a given objective may have. They are not intended to
be used as a checklist against which all strategies,
policies or sites will be judged. Ultimately the aim of
the SA is to help identify potential significant effects
(both positive and negative) and suggest mitigation
and enhancement.

Table 7.1: Sustainability Objectives and Indicators
Sustainability Objectives
Indicators
Supporting Criteria
1.
Number of applications approved for
1.
Increase energy efficiency;
•
Will the plan promote low/zero carbon
renewable energy developments and
encourage the use of renewable
development?
installations.
energy sources; increase the
•
Will the plan encourage changes to
2.
Amount of energy generated from
take-up of passive design and
increase energy efficiency of new and
renewable sources or efficient energy
encourage high levels of Code
existing buildings?
for Sustainable Homes /
supply.
•
Will the plan encourage the use of
BREEAM standards for new
3.
Average annual domestic
renewable energy sources?
and existing development.
consumption of electricity
•
Will the plan encourage passive design
4.
Average annual domestic
for new and existing development?
consumption of gas.
•
Will the plan encourage adoption of the
5.
Average annual consumption of
Code for Sustainable Homes for all new
electricity (commercial and
dwellings and BREEAM for nonindustrial).
residential developments?
6.
Average annual consumption of gas
(commercial and industrial).
7.
Number and percentage of new
residential development meeting or
exceeding Code for sustainable
Homes Level 3.
8.
Number and percentage of new nonresidential developments meeting or
exceeding BREEAM ‘Very Good’
standard.
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Sustainability Objectives
2.
Encourage the sustainable use
of water.

3.

Improve land use efficiency by
encouraging the re-use of
previously developed land,
buildings and materials.

4.

Conserve, protect and enhance
biodiversity (flora and fauna)
and habitats.

Indicators
9.
Household per capita consumption of
water.
10. Number and percentage of new
residential developments meeting or
exceeding Code for Sustainable
Homes Level 3 in respect of water
efficiency
11. Number and percentage of new
developments incorporating
Sustainable Drainage Systems
(SuDS).
12. Percentage of new homes built on
previously developed land per
annum.
13. Percentage of employment
floorspace built on previously
developed land per annum.
14. Number of developments
commenced within designated sites
and reserves.
15. Number of developments
commenced within BAP habitats.
16. Amount of land identified as BAP
habitat
17. State or condition of nationally or
locally designated sites within or
adjacent to the JAAP area.
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Supporting Criteria
•
Will the plan encourage greater
efficiency in the use of water?
•
Will the plan encourage adoption of the
Code for Sustainable Homes for all new
dwellings and BREEAM for nonresidential developments?
•
Will the plan promote use of SuDS?

•

Will the plan direct development to
brownfield areas before Greenfield?

•

Will the plan achieve a net gain in
biodiversity?
Will the plan protect biodiversity and
habitats?
Will the plan maintain and enhance
existing biodiversity and habitats?
Will the plan allow the adaptation of
biodiversity to a changing climate?
Will the plan contribute to any of the
Biodiversity Opportunity Areas?

•
•
•
•

Sustainability Objectives
5.
Maintain local distinctiveness
and protect and enhance the
historic environment including
townscapes, buildings and their
settings, archaeological
heritage, parks and landscapes.

6.

Protect and enhance public
open space / green
infrastructure and accessibility
to it

Indicators
Supporting Criteria
18. Number of demolitions of listed
•
Will the plan maintain and enhance local
buildings and Scheduled Ancient
distinctiveness?
Monuments (SAMs).
•
Will the plan protect and enhance
19. Number of listed buildings and SAMs
heritage assets?
at risk of decay.
•
Will the plan protect and enhance
20. Number of up-to-date conservation
important views including those from
appraisals and management plans.
and to the South Downs National Park?
21. Number of conservation areas at risk.
22. Amount and type of open space per
•
Will the plan prevent inappropriate
1,000 population.
development on accessible public open
23. Percentage of population within
space and other key areas of green
recommended distance of each open
infrastructure?
space typology.
•
Will the plan facilitate a green
24. Amount of green infrastructure
infrastructure network?
delivered
•
Will the plan provide multifunctional
green space including open green
space, sustainable drainage and
biodiversity?
•
Will the plan improve access to green
infrastructure?
•
Will the plan protect playing fields and
indoor and outdoor sports facilities?
•
Will the plan enhance biodiversity
through the provision of green
infrastructure?
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Sustainability Objectives
Indicators
Supporting Criteria
7.
Reduce the risk and levels of air 25. Number and percentage of
•
Will the plan minimise/reduce air,
and noise pollution.
monitoring locations where the
pollution?
annual Air Quality Objective for NO2
•
Have areas currently affected by air
has been exceeded.
quality issues been adequately reflected
26. Number and percentage of
in the plan?
monitoring locations where the
•
Will the plan help reduce levels of noise,
annual Air Quality Objective for PM10
vibration and light pollution?
has been exceeded.
•
Will the plan contribute to a reduction in
27. Total CO2 emissions per capita.
greenhouse gas emissions?
28. Number of noise complaints.
29. Noise levels.
8.
Reduce pollution and the risk of 30. Number of planning permissions for
•
Will the plan minimise/reduce pollution
pollution to land.
developments that incorporate the
to land?
remediation of contaminated land
•
Will the plan facilitate the re-use of
31. Number of pollution incidents
contaminated land?
recorded by the EA / LAs.
32. The number of breaches of
environmental permits recorded by
the EA / LAs.
9.
Reduce pollution and the risk of 33. Classification of groundwater quality.
•
Will the plan affect surface
pollution to water.
34. Status of waterbodies.
watercourses, groundwater protection
35. Quality of bathing water.
zones or bathing water quality?
36. Number of pollution incidents
•
Will the plan minimise/reduce pollution
recorded by the EA / LAs.
to water.
•
Will the plan facilitate necessary
upgrades to infrastructure associated
with foul and surface water?
•
Will the plan ensure no deterioration of
waterbodies designated under the
Water Framework Directive and Bathing
Water Directive, and will it contribute to
achieving good ecological status or
potential?
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Sustainability Objectives
10.
Ensure that all developments
have taken into account the
changing climate and are
adaptable and resilient to
extreme weather events.

Indicators
37. Number of residential properties
granted planning permission in areas
at risk of flooding.
38. Number of non-residential properties
granted planning permission in areas
at risk of flooding.
39. Number and percentage of
development incorporating green
walls and/or green roofs.

11.

40.
41.

Improve health and wellbeing
and reduce inequalities in
health.

42.
12.

Reduce crime, the fear of crime
and antisocial behaviour
through planning and design
processes.

43.
44.

Average life expectancy at birth.
Number of Super Output Areas in top
10% most deprived for health
domain.
Number of Super Output Areas in top
20% most deprived for health domain
Number of crimes per 1,000
population.
Number of new developments
incorporating Secured by Design
features.
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Supporting Criteria
•
Will the plan encourage new residential
and non-residential development to
occur outside areas at risk of flooding?
•
Will the plan encourage the
incorporation of green walls and/or
green roofs in developments?
•
Will the Plan encourage adaptation
techniques?
See also criteria relating to other SA objectives
on water, energy efficiency, biodiversity etc.
•
Will the plan facilitate healthy lifestyles?
•
Will the plan help secure necessary
health related infrastructure, including
for the elderly?
•
Will the plan help to increase
participation in sport
•
Will the plan improve community safety?
•
Will the plan help to ensure crime
prevention measures are incorporated
into new and existing development?

Sustainability Objectives
13.
Promote sustainable transport
and reduce the use of the
private car

14.

15.

16.

Indicators
Supporting Criteria
45. Car users’ energy consumption
•
Will the plan help reduce the need to
(thousand tonnes of fuel).
travel?
46. Percentage of the resident population •
Will the plan’s strategic spatial policies
who travel to work by:
help to establish a more sustainable
a.
private motor vehicle (car, taxi
pattern of settlements?
or motorbike);
•
Will the plan adequately integrate land
b.
public transport;
uses, transport infrastructure and public
c.
on foot / cycle.
transport?
•
Will the plan increase the carbon
efficiency of transport networks?
•
Will the plan promote compact and
balanced mixed use, and higher density
development, which has adequate
public transport infrastructure?
Reduce poverty, social
47. Index of Multiple Deprivation ranking. •
Will the plan avoid discrimination related
exclusion and social inequalities
to age, gender disability, race, faith,
and narrow the gap between
location and income?
the most and least deprived
areas so that no-one is
seriously disadvantaged by
where they live.
Meet the need for housing,
48. Number of households on the
•
Will the plan facilitate delivery of
including affordable housing
housing register.
housing, including affordable housing?
and ensure that all groups have 49. Net dwelling completions.
access to decent and
50. Gross affordable housing
appropriate housing.
completions.
51. House price to income ratio.
Create and sustain vibrant
This objective is difficult to monitor and
•
Will the plan encourage mixed
communities which recognise
there are no relevant indicators that could
communities?
the needs and contributions of
be clearly monitored. Achieving the targets
•
Will the plan seek to secure the
all individuals.
set out for the other objectives would
necessary infrastructure to support
contribute to this objective.
communities?
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Sustainability Objectives
Indicators
17.
Promote sustainable economic
52. Gross additional employment
development with supporting
floorspace by type per annum.
infrastructure, and ensure high
53. Number of VAT registered
and stable levels of employment
businesses.
and a diverse economy
54. Company Birth Rate per 10,000
residents
55. Percentage of working age
population that are economically
active.
56. Median full-time gross weekly
earnings
57. Percentage of working age
population who are employment
deprived.
18.
Avoid, reduce and manage the
58. Number of planning permissions
risk from all sources of flooding
granted contrary to Environment
to and from the development
Agency advice on flooding and water
and to minimise coastal erosion
quality grounds
where possible.

Supporting Criteria
•
Will the plan provide a focus on
achieving the renaissance of town
centres and deprived areas?
•
Is the delivery of development linked to
the provision of adequate transport and
other infrastructure?
•
Will the plan help facilitate a sustainable
visitor economy?
•
Will the plan meet the needs of new
employment opportunities and take
account of the needs of existing local
residents and businesses?
•
•
•
•
•

19.

20.

Improve the range, quality and
accessibility of services and
facilities and to improve
integrated transport links with
them.

59.

Create places and spaces and
buildings that work well, wear
well and look good.

61.

60.

Amount of floorspace provided for
‘town centre uses’ per annum and the
amount of this floorspace provided
within town centres
New community facilities provided
per annum
Number of design awards won
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•
•
•

Will the plan help to facilitate the
improvement of coastal defences?
Will the plan promote a sequential
approach to avoid development in areas
at risk of flooding?
Will the plan promote use of SuDS?
Will the plan affect coastal erosion?
Will the plan work with natural
processes and have regard to
biodiversity?
Will the plan help to improve
accessibility to existing
services/facilities?
Will the plan secure new infrastructure
and/or encourage better use of existing
infrastructure?
Will the plan promote high standards of
design?

Sustainability Objectives
Indicators
21.
Raise educational achievement 62. Number of Lower Super Output
and skills levels to enable
Areas (LSOAs) within 10% most
people to remain in work, and to
deprived in England in respect of
access good quality jobs.
education, skills and training.
63. Number of Lower Super Output
Areas (LSOAs) within 20% most
deprived in England in respect of
education, skills and training.
64. Percentage of students achieving 5
or more A* - C grades including
Maths and English at GCSE.
22.
Reduce waste generation and
65. Percentage of municipal waste going
increase material efficiency and
to landfill per annum
reuse of discarded material by
66. Percentage of municipal waste
supporting and encouraging
recycled.
development, businesses and
initiatives that promote these
and other sustainability issues.
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Supporting Criteria
•
Will the plan help to improve
accessibility to existing educational
facilities?
•
Will the plan facilitate the provision of
new educational facilities?

•
•
•

Will the plan minimise waste disposal to
landfill?
Will the Plan help to improve
accessibility to recycling and other
waste management facilities?
Will the Plan support and encourage
development and business initiatives
that promote this objective?
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Task B1 – Testing the plan or programme objectives against the SA objectives

8.1

Compatibility of Sustainability Objectives

Figure 8.1: Compatibility of Sustainability Objectives
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8.1.01

Figure 8.1 tests the 22 Sustainability Objectives
against each other. This is carried out in order to
identify any conflicts that may exist between the
objectives. Upon identifying any conflicts the objectives
can be modified, making them more compatible, or at
least to ensure subsequent decisions are well informed
and mitigation or alternatives are considered.

8.1.02

From examination of the matrix it can be seen that
many of the objectives are compatible which means
that they strengthen and support each other. However,
some potential incompatibilities have been identified.
These relate to the provision of new housing (objective
15) and employment (objective 17) and the
conservation, protection and enhancement of
biodiversity and habitats (objective 4).

8.1.03

Any impacts on biodiversity as a result of new
development would need to be resolved in accordance
with criteria set out in national, regional and local
guidance. It should be noted however that it is unlikely
that this is a major incompatibility at Shoreham
Harbour given that the majority of its area is brownfield
and currently well developed.
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8.1.04

The first course of action should be to attain a ‘win-win’
or compromise situation so all the objectives can be
achieved. For instance, this may be designing
development to enhance biodiversity by using buffer
zones. However, this kind of compromise may not
always be feasible, and at this point choices and / or
trade-offs may need to be made. If this is the case
then these decisions must be transparent and
documented.

8.1.05

Conflicts are always likely to arise between the
provision of new development and the protection and
enhancement of the environment. These have to be
balanced and this is one of the main aims of SAs as
well as the planning system. It has therefore been
decided not to alter or remove the conflicting
objectives, especially as in many cases the detrimental
impacts of providing new development can be
minimised through mitigation measures.

8.1.06

Nevertheless, it is important to recognise that the
environmental requirements of the SEA must be fully
met and not diluted by the inclusion of social and
economic concerns. National law. International law
and government guidance may hold precedence in
some cases.

8.2

Compatibility of Strategic and Sustainability
Objectives

Sustainability Objectives

Figure 8.2: Compatibility of Strategic Objectives and
Sustainability Objectives
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8.2.02

The Sustainability Objectives are listed in Table 7.1.
The JAAP objectives are listed below:

1.

+

+

Task B2 of the SA process requires the testing of the
Strategic Objectives of the plan against the SA
Objectives. Figure 8.2 tests the 22 SA Objectives
against the 9 Strategic Objectives of the regeneration
project. This is carried out in order to identify any
conflicts that may exist between the objectives. Upon
identifying any conflicts the objectives can be modified,
making them more compatible, or at least to ensure
subsequent decisions are well informed and mitigation
or alternatives are considered.

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

8.2.01
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Sustainable Development: To ensure that all new
developments use energy and water as efficiently as
possible, use energy from renewable technologies,
use sustainable materials, reduce waste, incorporate
innovative approaches to open space and biodiversity,
encourage uptake of low carbon modes of transport
and support sustainable lifestyles in existing and new
development. The Port will be supported in becoming
an important location for renewable energy generation.

2.

Shoreham Port: To facilitate the implementation of
the Adopted Port Masterplan and the provision of a
modernised and consolidated Port; to support and
promote the important role of the Port within the local
and wider economy.

3.

Economy and Employment: To provide targeted
additional new employment floorspace and to improve
the business environment to support the needs of
existing employers. To equip local communities with
the training and skills required to access existing and
future employment opportunities.

4.

5.

Housing: To address shortfalls in local housing
provision through delivering new homes of a range of
sizes, tenures and types, including affordable and
family homes.
Sustainable Transport: To promote sustainable
transport choices through ensuring that new
developments are well served by high quality,
integrated transport systems including improved
pedestrian, cycling and public transport routes and
seeking to reduce demand for travel by private car in
innovative ways.
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6.

Flood Risk and Coastal Processes: To ensure that
development at Shoreham Harbour avoids and
reduces the risks from flooding and impacts on coastal
processes and that risks are not increased elsewhere
as a result. To ensure that coastal defences accord
with the relevant Shoreline Management Plan and the
forthcoming Brighton Marina to River Adur Strategy
Study for coastal defences.

7.

Local Environment: To protect and enhance the
area’s important environmental assets and wildlife
habitats including the Site of Special Scientific Interest,
Local Nature Reserve and Village Green.

8.

Recreation and Leisure: To create places that
promote healthy and enjoyable living by improving
existing and providing new open spaces, green links,
leisure and recreation opportunities as well as
improving access to the waterfront, coast and
beaches.

9.

Place Making and Design Quality: To promote
development of a high design quality that maximises
the waterfront setting and improves streetscape
through improvements to key gateway routes such as
the A259 and areas of public realm. To protect and
enhance the area’s historic assets including the
Scheduled Ancient Monument at Shoreham Fort, the
Lighthouse and conservation areas.

8.2.03

The compatibility assessment has identified that many
of the objectives of the Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration Project and the SA process are
compatible, which means they strengthen and support
each other.

8.2.04

It was initially considered that the Strategic Objectives
2: Shoreham Port; 3: Economy and Employment; and
4: Housing didn’t conflict with SA Objective 4:
Conserve, protect and enhance biodiversity (flora and
fauna) and habitats. Generally, it would be assumed
that under these three Strategic Objectives, there
would be increased development activity in the port,
potentially negatively impacting on local biodiversity
and sensitive habitats.

8.2.05

Whilst the harbour is predominantly a developed
brownfield industrial site it could be considered that
development which aims to increase habitats /
biodiversity would be a positive improvement in the
area. However the regeneration area also borders or
contains environmentally sensitive allocations and it
was considered that increased development could
potentially lead to increased visitor pressure, and
potentially damage, to these sites. It is hard to
determine exactly what the scale of this impact could
be at this stage and whether it would be negative, but
in taking a precautionary approach, the compatibility of
these objectives was highlighted as an area of conflict.

8.2.06
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As previously mentioned, conflicts between competing
concerns such as new development and the protection
of the environment are always likely to arise. It will be
for the local plans, JAAP and Development Briefs to
ensure that these concerns are adequately balanced.

8.3

Indicators

8.3.01

Relevant indicators were chosen for each of the SA
Objectives to monitor progress towards delivering the
objectives and therefore towards promoting
sustainable development. The indicators were also
used to guide the collection of baseline and monitoring
information as detailed in Section 4 and Appendix 2 of
the Scoping Report (Update).

8.3.06

There are gaps in the data collected at a local or
comparable level for recent time periods. In many
cases, data is insufficient to identify a trend. After
having consolidated the list of indicators, for the
remaining indicators we will continue to investigate
additional data and potential data sources.

8.3.07

It is important to recognise these limitations,
particularly the last aspect. Focusing solely on
quantified indicators as a measure of progress could
lead to misrepresentation. Therefore, some qualitative
information such as views from experts and local
residents might still be necessary in some
circumstances.

8.3.02

For certain indicators, collecting current information
and predicting the future baseline is difficult.

8.3.03

Indicators are quantified information and they help
explain how things are changing over time. However,
they do not explain why particular trends are occurring
– there can often be a range of reasons – and also the
secondary effects of any changes.

8.3.08

The indicators have been chosen to monitor particular
objectives and refine the broader issues into a
measurable figure. However, this measurement often
only reflects a small component of the objective or
simplifies it.

Consultation on the Scoping Report and Scoping
Report (Update) included seeking the views of
stakeholders on whether the chosen indicators were
appropriate. A number of indicators were modified at
this stage based on consultation responses.

8.3.09

Further modifications have also taken place during the
review of baseline data undertaken in preparation of
this report. The aim has been to ensure greater
consistency between the draft local plans for Brighton
& Hove and Adur, and the Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration Project.

8.3.04

8.3.05

Much of the data is collected or collated by external
bodies. Therefore, there is little control over the
temporal and spatial scope of the data and whether
collection methods may change in the future which
would restrict reliable comparisons.
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9

Next Steps

9.1

Consultation

9.2

Monitoring & Implementation

9.1.01

This report will serve as the Scoping Report for all
planning policy documents produced as part of the
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration project. This
includes the Shoreham Harbour JAAP and
Development Briefs for the Western Harbour Arm (in
Adur) and South Portslade Industrial Estate and
Aldrington Basin (in Brighton & Hove).

9.2.01

It is a requirement of the SEA Directive that the
significant effects of a plan or programme are
monitored. This will be achieved by using some of the
indicators which are set out in Section 7 and Appendix
2 of this document, as well as other indicators that
have been developed whilst assessing the emerging
policies, to monitor the impacts on the environment,
economy and social aspects of the city.

9.1.02

Each planning policy document will be accompanied
by an SA report which will outline the applicable stages
of the SA process.

9.2.02

The monitoring will be undertaken on an annual basis,
where possible, and will be incorporated into the wider
annual monitoring and presented in the Annual
Monitoring Reports for Adur District Council, West
Sussex County Council and Brighton & Hove City
Council. There may be some indicators which cannot
be measured annually, depending on the type and
nature of the indicator, and these will be monitored
according to the timescales which are possible.

9.2.03

It should be noted that final monitoring arrangements
will be confirmed in the Sustainability Statement that
will be produced after each planning policy document
has been finally adopted.

9.2.04

Where relevant, when reported in the AMR, monitoring
will show where a situation has improved, stayed the
same, or become worse, compared to the previous
year’s data.

9.1.03

Appraisals of planning policy documents will be carried
out by officers representing the partner authorities and
drawn from a range of disciplines. The findings of
appraisal panels will be subject to peer review.

9.1.04

Each SA report will be subject to public consultation at
the same time as the planning policy document which
it accompanies. Representations will be used to refine
future iterations of the SA report as well as informing
the development of the Adur Local Plan, Brighton &
Hove City Plan, Shoreham Harbour JAAP,
Development Briefs and other planning policy
documents produced as part of the regeneration
project.
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9.3

Further Information

9.3.01

Further information on the Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration Project is available from the following
websites:

9.3.02

9.3.03

9.3.04

The following websites provide more general
information on SEA and SA:
•

•

Shoreham Harbour Regeneration:
www.shorehamharbour.com

•

Adur & Worthing Councils:
www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/shoreham-harbourregeneration

•
•

Further information on each council’s LDF process is
available on the following websites:
•

Adur Local Plan:
http://www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/adur-ldf/adurlocal-plan/

•

Brighton & Hove City Plan:
http://www.brightonhove.gov.uk/index.cfm?request=c1148443

Or, contact the following:
•

Adur District Council:
Email: planning.policy@adur-worthing.gov.uk
Tel: 01273 263000

•

Brighton & Hove City Council:
Email: ldf@brighton-hove.gov.uk
Tel: 01273 290000
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The DCLG Plan Making Manual
http://www.pas.gov.uk/pas/core/page.do?pageId=
152450
Strategic Environmental Assessment Information
Service – gateway to the latest information on
SEA and SA: http://www.sea-info.net
Planning Advisory Service (PAS) – Sustainability
Appraisal Advice Note 2010:
http://www.pas.gov.uk/pas/aio/627078

Appendix 1: Review of relevant programmes, policies, plans, strategies & initiatives
Sustainable Development
Title
Author
Securing the Future:
UK
Delivering UK Sustainable Government
Development Strategy

Mainstreaming
DEFRA
Sustainable Development
– The Government’s vision
and what this means in
practice

Date
2005

2011

Comments
This strategy outlines five guiding principles for sustainable development:
• Living within Environmental Limits - Respecting the limits of the planet’s
environment, resources and biodiversity – to improve our environment
and ensure that the natural resources needed for life are unimpaired and
remain so for future generations.
• Ensuring a Strong, Healthy and Just Society – Meeting the diverse needs
of all people in existing and future communities, promoting personal
wellbeing, social cohesion and inclusion, and creating equal opportunity
for all.
• Creating a Sustainable Economy – Building a strong, stable and
sustainable economy which provides prosperity and opportunities for all,
and in which environmental and social costs fall on those who impose
them (polluter pays), and efficient resource use is incentivised.
• Promoting Good Governance - Actively promoting effective, participative
systems of governance in all levels of society – engaging people’s
creativity, energy and diversity.
• Using Sound Science Responsibly – Ensuring policies are developed and
implemented on the basis of strong scientific evidence, whilst taking into
account strong scientific uncertainty (through the precautionary principle)
as well as public attitudes and values.
For ease of use, the themes of sustainability are typically categorised under the
three general headings of social, economic and environmental. However, in
reality many issues do not fall distinctly into just one of these categories and
often span more than one area.
This reaffirms the government’s commitment to sustainable development. It
includes the following vision:
“To stimulate economic growth and tackle the deficit, maximise
wellbeing and protect our environment, without negatively impacting on
the ability of future generations to do the same.”
This refreshed vision and commitment builds on the principles that underpinned
the UK’s 2005 sustainable development strategy.
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Environment and Sustainability
Title
Author
Working Together for a
WSSP
Better Future: The
Sustainable Community
Strategy for West Sussex

West Sussex Environment
Strategy: Identifying
desirable outcomes for the
environment of West
Sussex over the next 10
years

WSCC

Date
2008

2008

Comments
This strategy outlines four key pointers for action; the most important things that
the partnership would work to promote, foster change and improve:
• A better place to live: do more to reduce our contribution to climate
change and adapt to its adverse impacts
• Opportunity for all: give everyone the chance to learn and develop their
skills throughout their life and by helping the workforce help our
companies and the economy
• Better health for all: reduce the difference in life expectancy in different
parts of the county particularly through reducing avoidable premature
deaths
• Staying and feeling safe: increase everyone’s safety and their feelings of
security, particularly children and young people.
Although WSSP has since been replaced by the West Sussex Cooperative as
the countywide strategic partnership, the Sustainable Community Strategy
remains in place.
This strategy provides a framework for achieving a clean, healthy and
biologically diverse environment for the county, which is managed holistically and
innovatively in the face of a wide range of pressures, including the challenges
presented by a changing climate.
This strategy builds on the Sustainable Community Strategy theme of 'a better
place to live', with its focus on doing more to reduce our contribution to climate
change and adapt to its adverse impacts. As well as exploring various aspects of
climate change, the Environment Strategy looks at infrastructure, development
and place shaping, character and local distinctiveness, natural resource
management, green infrastructure and management of water.
The strategy provides a set of agreed and shared outcomes for the environment
of West Sussex for the county council and its partners and stakeholders, in order
that they can be the focus of action. These outcomes are organised around the
following topics:
A. Changing Behaviours
B. Dealing with the Challenge of Climate Change
C. Sustainable Energy and Fuel Consumption
D. Sustainable Management of Materials and Wastes
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Transforming Futures
Together: Performance
Framework 2012/15

WSCC

2012

Building a sustainable
future: A strategy for
delivering the corporate
priority

WSCC

2012

E. Sustainable Management of Water
F. Protecting and Enhancing the Quality and Distinctiveness of the
Landscapes of West Sussex
G. Providing a Sustainable Countryside
H. Delivering Quality Local Environments
I. Monitoring Progress
A 2009 report on the Environment Strategy provides data on the health of the
built and natural environment of West Sussex. This report gives a broad picture
of the quality of the environment, and shows examples of action being carried
out across the county by individuals and organisations committed to caring for
the environment of West Sussex.
This outlines the main priorities for the county council between 2012 and 2015. It
is a clear statement of how the council will use its resources to make a positive
difference to the people and places of West Sussex. The framework describes
the following priorities:
• Living within our means
• Active communities
• Think family
• Healthy ambitions
• Minding our businesses
• Building a sustainable future
• On the move
Building a sustainable future includes a commitment to protecting the
environment; in particular the reduction of carbon emissions and tackling the
threat of climate change by providing leadership within the council as well as
across the county as a whole.
This strategy focuses on four new key priority areas that address the main
challenges faced by the council, and where the council believes it can make the
biggest difference. The four priorities for action are to:
• Reduce carbon emissions
• Adapt to a changing climate
• Use resources efficiently and effectively
• Make sustainability business as usual.
The strategy contains information about why these areas are a challenge to the
council and sets out what it is going to do about it, including clear and
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Adur and Worthing
Councils Sustainability
Strategy

AWC

2010

Waves Ahead Sustainable
Community Strategy

Waves
Ahead

2010

challenging targets against each priority. The strategy also requires the council
to move beyond sustainability being considered as a separate issue by a few key
people, to sustainability being central to the way the council works.
This joint strategy provides a basis on which to develop objectives, targets and
action plans which incorporate sustainability into all council operations, activities,
and services. It is a flexible document that will evolve to reflect changing
sustainability goals and achievements. It considers the councils’ direct
influences: their operations, buildings and services; and their indirect influences:
areas where it is possible to educate, guide and influence others. These are
discussed in six separate chapters built around the following environmental
sustainability themes:
• Energy and CO2
• Waste and recycling
• Transport
• Water conservation
• Flooding
• Biodiversity and green infrastructure.
Waves Ahead, the joint Local Strategic Partnership for Adur and Worthing
produced a Sustainable Community Strategy which sets out the long term vision
for the area to tackle local needs. The vision has 8 themes:
• Good access to facilities and services
• People leading healthier lifestyles
• Communities getting along well together
• Good access to green space and leisure
• Protecting and enhancing the cultural heritage
• Education and skills development
• A vibrant local economy
• Sustainable development.
This vision is then structured around 4 main priorities:
• A better place to live, work and enjoy
• Better health and wellbeing for all
• Learning, training and employment opportunities for all
• Staying and feeling safe.
Each priority then has actions attached to them which will be fulfilled through
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Environmental Policy

BHCC

2010

Creating the City of
Opportunities: A
Sustainable Community
Strategy for the City of
Brighton & Hove

BHCC

2010

council activities, including through delivery of the LDF.
The Environmental Policy outlines the city council’s commitment to reducing the
effects of its operations and service delivery on the environment at a local and
global level. The policy identifies seven key environmental aims, relating to:
• Environmental Management
• Energy, Natural Resources and Climate Change
• Biodiversity
• Procurement and Purchasing
• Waste Management
• Transport and the Built Environment
• Environmental Awareness.
The aim of this strategy is for Brighton & Hove to be a ‘city of opportunities’,
where opportunities are provided for residents to improve their lives, for children
to excel and a place for business to thrive. These opportunities should be
provided in a sustainable and inclusive way that reduces inequality and protects
the environment.
There are eight priority areas:
• Promoting enterprise and learning
• Reducing crime and improving safety
• Improving health and well being
• Strengthening communities and involving people
• Improving housing and affordability
• Living within environmental limits and enhancing the environment
• Promoting sustainable transport
• Promoting quality advice and information services.
The strategy contains various targets. These include, from a 2005 baseline, to
achieve a 12% reduction in city CO2 direct emissions by 2012/13, a 42%
reduction by 2020 and an 80% reduction by 2050.
The strategy promotes and requires sustainable practices, such as:
• Reaching very good or excellent in the BREEAM or EcoHome standard
• Using the construction phase to develop local skills and businesses
• Incorporating a high proportion of affordable housing and ensuring
housing is accessible
• Using section 106 agreements to increase the number of apprenticeship
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Brighton & Hove One
City
Planet Living Sustainability Sustainability
Action Plan
Partnership

emerging

and local employment opportunities
• Improving the physical environment, infrastructure and quality of life
• Reducing the amount of waste produced per head
• Increasing the number of cycle trips in the city
• Increasing the number of passenger journeys made on local buses
• Narrowing the gap in life expectancy in the city
• Reducing the rise in obesity
The City Sustainability Partnership is currently developing a One Planet Living
Sustainability Action Plan. One Planet Living is a vision of a sustainable world, in
which people everywhere can enjoy a high quality of life within the productive
capacity of the planet, with space left for wildlife and wilderness. One Planet
Living has the 10 following principles:
• Zero carbon: Making buildings more energy efficient and delivering all
energy with renewable technologies
• Zero waste: Reducing waste arisings, reusing where possible, and
ultimately sending zero waste to landfill
• Sustainable transport: Encouraging low carbon modes of transport to
reduce emissions, reducing the need to travel
• Sustainable materials: Using sustainable products that have a low
embodied energy
• Local and sustainable food: Choosing low impact, local, seasonal and
organic diets and reducing food waste
• Sustainable water: Using water more efficiently in buildings and in the
products we buy; tackling local flooding and water course pollution
• Land use and wildlife: Protecting and expanding old habitats and creating
new space for wildlife
• Culture and community: Reviving local identity and wisdom; support for,
and participation in, the arts
• Equity and local economy: Inclusive, empowering workplaces with
equitable pay; support for local communities and fair trade
• Health and happiness: Encouraging active, sociable, meaningful lives to
promote good health and wellbeing.
The city council is committed to working to these principles and is developing a
programme to deliver One Planet Living for the council's own operations and for
the city through the City Sustainability Partnership.
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National and Regional Planning Policy
Title
Author
National Planning Policy
DCLG
Framework

Date
2012

Comments
The NPPF sets out the national planning policies for England and how these are
expected to be applied. The NPPF must be taken into account in the preparation
of local and neighbourhood plans, and is a material consideration in planning
decisions. At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework is a
presumption in favour of sustainable development. For plan-making this means
that Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) should positively seek opportunities to
meet the development needs of their area. Local Plans should meet objectively
assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to adapt to rapid change, unless:
• Any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the NPPF
taken as a whole
• Specific policies in the NPPF indicate development should be restricted.
In relation to biodiversity and green infrastructure, LPAs should set out a
strategic approach in Local Plans; planning positively for the creation, protection,
enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure. Amongst other tasks, planning policy should identify and map
components of the local ecological networks including designated sites, wildlife
corridors and stepping stones that connect them.
In relation to climate change, the NPPF reiterates the key role for planning in
shaping places to secure radical reductions in greenhouse gas emissions,
minimising vulnerability and providing resilience to the impacts of climate
change, and supporting the delivery of renewable and low carbon energy and
associated infrastructure.
Local Plans should set out a positive strategy for the conservation and
enjoyment of the historic environment. In developing the strategy local planning
authority should take into account:
• The desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage
assets and putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation
• The wider benefits that conservation of the historic environment can bring
• The desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local
character and distinctiveness
• Opportunities to draw on the contribution made by the historic
environment of the character of a place.
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In relation to economic development, the NPPF underlines the Government’s
commitment to securing economic growth. Planning policies should not
overburden investment in business but recognise and seek to address potential
barriers to investment, including poor environment and lack of infrastructure,
housing etc. They should set out a clear economic vision and strategy which
positively and proactively encourages sustainable economic growth.
Plans should avoid long term protection of sites allocated for employment use if
there is no reasonable prospect of them being used for that purpose. Planning
policies for town centres should be positive, promote competitive town centre
environments and set out policies for management and growth of centres over
the plan period.
In relation to energy, LPAs are expected to recognise the responsibility on all
communities to contribute to energy generation from renewable or low carbon
sources. This requires a positive strategy; policies to maximise renewable and
low carbon energy development while satisfactorily addressing adverse impacts
and identification of opportunities where development can draw energy supply
from decentralised, renewable or low carbon energy supply systems.
In relation to flood risk and coastal erosion, the NPPF states that inappropriate
development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided by directing
development away from areas at highest risk. Where new development is
necessary, it should be made safe without increasing flood risk elsewhere. Local
Plans should apply a sequential risk-based approach to the location of
development. LPAs should reduce risk from coastal change by avoiding
inappropriate development in vulnerable areas or adding to the impacts of
physical changes to the coast.
In order to deliver wide choice of high quality homes, widen opportunities for
home ownership and create sustainable , inclusive and mixed communities, local
planning authorities should:
• Plan for a mix of housing based on demographic and market trends and
needs of different groups in the community
• Identify the size, type, tenure and range of housing required in particular
locations, reflecting local demand
• Set policies for meeting identified need for affordable housing.
• They should also identify and bring back into residential use empty
housing and buildings in line with local housing and empty homes
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strategies.
In relation to noise, planning policies should aim to:
• Avoid noise from giving rise to significant adverse impacts on health /
quality of life as a result of new development and mitigate and reduce to
minimum other adverse impacts
• Not place unreasonable restrictions of existing businesses wanting to
develop because of changes in nearby land uses since they were
established
• Identify and protect areas of tranquillity.
Issues to consider in creating healthy, inclusive communities include:
• Planning positively for provision of facilities such as community facilities,
open space, sports and recreation buildings
• Guarding against unnecessary loss of such facilities
• Giving great weight to the need to create, expand or alter schools
• Creating safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder and
the fear of crime do not undermine quality of life or community cohesion.
In relation to soil contamination the NPPF states that the planning system should
prevent new and existing development from either contributing to or being at
unacceptable risk from unacceptable levels of soil pollution
In relation to Transport the NPPF states that Local Plans should:
• Support a pattern of development which facilitates use of sustainable
modes of transport
• Aim for a balance of land uses within their area so that people can be
encouraged to minimise journey lengths for employment, shopping leisure
and other activities
• Promote a mix of uses within larger scale residential developments
• Locate and design development to give priority to pedestrian and cycle
movement and have access to high quality public transport facilities; and
create safe and secure layouts which minimise conflict between users.
Planning for ports and airports should take account of their growth and role in
serving business, leisure, training and emergency service needs.
In relation to water the NPPF states that the planning system should prevent new
and existing development from either contributing to or being at unacceptable
risk from unacceptable levels of water pollution
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The South East Plan:
Regional Spatial Strategy
for the South East of
England

Adur Planning Policy
Title
Adur District Local Plan

Adur Local Development
Framework

GOSE

2009

The RSS for the South East of England sets out the long term spatial planning
framework for the region over the period 2006-2026.
According to the plan Shoreham Harbour has the scope to provide for a
significant level of mixed use development, including housing, employment and
other uses.
All RSSs are due to be revoked under the provisions of the Localism Act
(2011); with new ways for local authorities to address strategic planning and
infrastructure issues through a duty to cooperate being introduced.

Author
ADC

Date
1996

ADC

emerging

Comments
This plan was adopted in 1996. It considers the issues and opportunities facing
the district and covers the period until 2006. It sets out how the area should
develop and the means to ensure it is achieved. The local plan adheres to
national, county and local planning policies, regulations and guidance. The plan
consists of a written statement which sets out and explains the council’s
proposals and priorities, and the Proposals Map, which shows where they
apply
Many policies show strong support for managed long-term planning and include
countryside protection, pollution reduction and reducing the need to travel,
housing, open space, economy, retail, historic environment, design,
countryside, transport, water and environmental resources.
Due to the age of the plan not all the policies within it are still relevant. Those
which have been saved form part of the development plan for the district. A full
list of these policies can be found on the Annual monitoring report - Saved
policies page.
ADC is preparing an LDF. This is a collection of documents which will replace
the Adur District Local Plan (1996).
The LDF will:
• Ensure that the right amount of development takes place in the right
locations, including that needed for housing development.
• Co-ordinate the necessary social, physical and green infrastructure to
ensure the delivery of sustainable communities.
• Support economic growth and regeneration.
• Safeguard the area’s environmental assets and enhance them where
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Draft Adur Local Plan

ADC

possible.
The LDF will consist of a number of documents, including:
• The Local Development Scheme (LDS): This document sets out the
overall timetable for the production of the various documents which
make up the LDF.
• The Statement of Community Involvement (SCI): This document sets out
how the council will involve the community during the production of the
LDF and planning applications.
• Development Plan Documents (DPDs): ADC is currently preparing a
new Adur Local Plan. This DPD is the key plan within the LDF;
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration is currently preparing a JAAP for the
harbour and surrounding areas. This DPD will be part of the LDF for
both Adur and Brighton & Hove.
• Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs).
2012 The Adur Local Plan is an emerging plan which will provide a clear strategy for
consultation development in the district up to 2028 and form the context for future
draft
neighbourhood planning in Adur. It will set out the vision and objectives for the
district, place-based site specific policies (including site allocations) and
development management policies. The Adur Local Plan will be consistent with
national policy, and will form the foundation for any future Neighbourhood Plans
prepared by local communities in the District.
The Draft Adur Local Plan was subject to public consultation during September
and October 2012. This included Draft Policy 8: Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration Area. This policy identifies Shoreham Harbour as a broad
location for change and outlines the regeneration proposals for the
regeneration area that will be delivered over the plan period.
The policy states that, within the plan period, the council will facilitate the
delivery of approximately 1050 new dwellings in the portion of the regeneration
area within Adur. Housing delivery will be balanced with the provision of new
employment-generating uses as part of a sustainable, new waterfront
community.
The policy states that the balance of new housing and employment uses and
overall levels of development will be refined through a Development Brief as
part of the JAAP process and will be subject to public consultation.
The policy also summarises the priorities for seven character areas within the
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regeneration area. Priorities for Character Area 7: Western Harbour Arm are:
• To facilitate the strategic relocation of appropriate industrial uses to
elsewhere in the Port or local area to free up waterfront opportunity
sites.
• Comprehensive redevelopment of the waterfront area as a residential,
mixed-use area with improved linkages to the town centre, in
accordance with a development brief.
• Provide a publicly accessible riverside walk/cycle way as part of an
improved flood defence network.
The Development Brief for the Western Harbour Arm also includes part of
Character Area 6: Harbour Mouth. One of the priorities for this area is the
public realm upgrade of Kingston Beach
The Draft Adur Local Plan was subject to SA/SEA. Draft Policy 8 generally
scores positively and was found to have a number of social, economic and
environmental benefits. The policy only scored negatively with regard to flood
risk which reflects the coastal location of the district, the presence of the River
Adur and the subsequent lack of available sites to meet development needs in
areas with a low risk of flooding.
The appraisal recommended that the policy be amended to contain more
information on the proposed flood defence network as well as including
something on improved north/south links to and from the harbour.
Draft Policy 8 is part of a Strategy for Change and Prosperity. During the
appraisal of the Emerging Options Report, The following strategic policies were
considered particularly relevant to the Development Brief for the Western
Harbour Arm:
• Draft Policy 2: Spatial Strategy. This identifies Shoreham harbour as the
focus for a significant level of development, which will be delivered
through the JAAP
• Draft Policies 3: Level of Residential Development and 4: Delivering the
Targets for Residential Development. These set the scale, distribution
and rate of housing to be delivered, including the 1,050 dwellings at
Shoreham Harbour
• Draft Policy 6: Planning for Economic Growth. This suggests the
allocation of up to 66,000m2 of land for employment generating uses,
including 26,000m2 within the Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Area,
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Supplementary Planning
Documents and Guidance

ADC

various

A Strategy for Shoreham
Renaissance

ADC

2006

although not all of this would be within the Western Harbour Arm.
The plan also includes Development Management policies. During the
appraisal of the Emerging Options Report, the following policies were found to
be particularly relevant to the Development Brief for the Western Harbour Arm:
• Draft Policy 14: Quality of the Built Environment
• Draft Policy 17: The Energy Hierarchy
• Draft Policy 18: Sustainable Design
• Draft Policy 20: Housing Mix and Quality
• Draft Policy 21: Principles for an Affordable Housing Policy
• Draft Policy 22: Density
• Draft Policy 27: Transport and Accessibility
• Draft Policy 29: Green Infrastructure and Open Space
• Draft Policy 31: Pollution and Contamination
• Draft Policy 32: Flood Risk and Sustainable Drainage
ADC has adopted a number of SPDs and planning guidance. These documents
are afforded considerable weight as material considerations when determining
planning applications. The following documents are considered particularly
relevant to Shoreham Harbour Regeneration:
• Good Practice Guidance Note: Internal Space Standards for New
Homes (ADC: 2010)
• Development Control Standard – Space Around Dwellings and Flats
(ADC: undated)
• Interim Supplementary Planning guidance for Affordable Housing (ADC:
2004)
• A Strategy for Shoreham Renaissance (ADC: 2006) (see below)
• Shoreham Harbour Interim Planning Guidance (Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration: 2011) (see Joint Planning Policy)
The aim of the strategy is:
"To regenerate Shoreham town centre as a sustainable community
possessing economic, social and environmental diversity”.
The strategy informs the approach for development in Shoreham-by-Sea town
centre and has identified potential sites for development.
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Brighton & Hove Planning Policy
Title
Author
Brighton & Hove Local
BHCC
Plan

Date
2005

Comments
This plan was adopted in 2005. The plan’s objectives include:
• To make a positive contribution to people’s quality of life in Brighton &
Hove
• To provide for a sustainable approach to the use of land which reflects
people’s needs and the aim of a more integrated and healthy society
where no-one is excluded and people have access to the fullest range
of services and facilities
• To make the best use of the land available and secure the re-use of
sites that have lain vacant for too long
• To provide opportunities for new types of development where the use of
land or buildings is mixed and residential densities are higher
• To make the link between land use and transport, reduce the need to
travel and contribute toward an integrated transport system with more
opportunities to walk, cycle or take public transport
• To minimise environmental impact and conserve, sustain and enhance
environmental assets and resources
• To minimise the use of non-renewable resources and the production of
waste, whilst maximising energy efficiency; and promoting renewable
energy
• To place a new emphasis on the importance of design for individual
buildings, streets, neighbourhoods and Brighton & Hove as a whole;
and, as part of this, to contribute to improving public safety and
minimising crime and the fear of crime
• To provide enough of the types of houses and flats people need, of a
decent standard in the right locations and at prices and rents people
living in Brighton & Hove can afford
• To provide for a range of sites and a supply of employment land and
premises that will help to support and retain our existing businesses,
attract new businesses and complement economic regeneration
initiatives
• Maintain and enhance the vitality and viability of our town centres and
local centres and respect the variety of roles they play
• To promote new opportunities for sport, recreation, tourism, leisure and
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Brighton & Hove Local
Development Framework

BHCC

Brighton & Hove Draft City
Plan Part One

BHCC

cultural facilities, in particular through the development of key sites
• To maintain and enhance our outstanding of the natural environment,
the Sussex Downs AONB and built heritage
• To promote an integrated approach to nature conservation which
preserves and enhances existing features of nature conservation
importance, provides new opportunities for nature conservation, and
contributes to achieving Biodiversity Action Plan targets.
The majority of local plan policies have been saved. Policy EM12 is of
particular relevance to Shoreham Harbour. This makes provision for interim
development control in the context of earlier regeneration policies for the
harbour, anticipating that these would be superseded by a more detailed policy
document in the future.
emerging
BHCC is preparing an LDF. This is a collection of documents which will replace
the Brighton & Hove Local Plan (1996). The council is currently preparing the
Brighton & Hove City Plan. This DPD is the key plan within the LDF. The
Shoreham Harbour JAAP will be part of the LDF for both Adur and Brighton &
Hove.
2012 –
The City Plan will be the council's key planning document and will provide the
consultation overall strategic vision for the future of Brighton & Hove to 2030. It will set out
draft
how the council will respond to local priorities, meet the challenges of the future
and identify the broad locations, scale and types of development needed
together with the supporting infrastructure.
The Brighton & Hove Draft City Plan Part One was produced by BHCC in May
2012, and subject to 8 weeks of public consultation. The plan:
• Identifies broad locations for development and allocates strategic sites
and employment sites
• Sets out the council’s strategic approach to housing, the economy,
shopping and transport
• Sets a local housing target for the city to 2030 of 11,300 new homes
• Sets clear policies that will guide planning decisions on planning
applications on issues such as affordable housing provision, the
protection of open space and ensuring new development is built to high
standards of design and sustainability
• Sets out the infrastructure requirements for the city up to 2030 and
indicates how these will be provided
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Indicates how the plan will be implemented and shows how progress will
be monitored.
The plan includes policy DA8: Shoreham Harbour. This policy identifies
Shoreham Harbour (including parts of South Portslade) as a Development
Area. It outlines the regeneration proposals for the area that will be delivered
over the plan period.
Policy DA8 identifies the potential for 400 new residential units and 7,500m²
additional employment floorspace in the parts of the regeneration are within
Brighton & Hove. This capacity will be tested through the process of preparing
the JAAP.
The policy also summarises the priorities for seven character areas within the
regeneration area. Priorities for South Portslade include:
• To designate the South Portslade Industrial Area as a Strategic
Employment/Mixed-use Area , including some appropriately located
residential development, in accordance with a future brief that will form
part of the JAAP.
• To improve connections and townscape around key linkages including
the Boundary Road/Station Road (B2194) district retailing centre,
Church Road (B2193) and along the A259.
• To ensure that all development takes in to account the findings and
recommendations of the 2012 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and any
subsequent revisions.
• To ensure that new development proposals take account of impact on
local air quality and that improvements are sought wherever possible.
Priorities for Aldrington Basin include:
• To accommodate a vibrant mix of new and improved port operational
facilities as well as compatible non-port employment uses, including A
and B use classes. The balance of land uses will be determined in
accordance with a future development brief that will form part of the
JAAP.
• To maximise intensification and redevelopment opportunities of existing
lower grade, vacant and under-used spaces.
• To accommodate appropriately located mixed-use residential
development, in accordance with a future brief that will form part of the
JAAP.
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Supplementary Planning
Documents and Guidance

BHCC

various

To improve access arrangements and townscape upgrades to create
better linkages to surrounding areas.
• To ensure that all development takes in to account the findings and
recommendations of the 2012 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and any
subsequent revisions.
The Draft City Plan Part One was subject to SA/SEA. Policy DA8 generally
scores positively and was found to have a number of significant benefits in
relation to housing and employment land provision, economic regeneration and
the reuse of previously developed land. The appraisal found that there was the
potential for negative impacts in relation to car usage, air quality, water, waste
flood risk and climate change.
During appraisal of the Emerging Proposals Report, the following policies in
the Draft City Plan were found to be particularly relevant to Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration:
• SA6: Sustainable Neighbourhoods
• CP1: Housing Delivery
• CP2: Sustainable Economic Development
• CP3: Employment Land
• CP8: Sustainable Buildings
• CP9: Sustainable Transport
• CP10: Biodiversity
• CP11: Flood Risk
• CP12 Urban design
• CP14 Housing Density
• CP16: Open Space
• CP18: Healthy City
• CP19: Housing Mix
• CP20: Affordable Housing
1Brighton & Hove City Council has adopted a number of SPDs, Supplementary
Planning Guidance Notes (SPGs) and Planning Advice Notes (PANs). These
documents are afforded considerable weight as material considerations when
determining planning applications. The following documents are considered
particularly relevant to the Development Brief for the Western Harbour Arm:
• SPG15: Tall Buildings (BHCC: 2004). This sets design guidance for
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Joint Planning Policy
Title
Shoreham Harbour Interim
Planning Guidance (IPG)

Shoreham Harbour Joint
Area Action Plan (JAAP)

Author
Shoreham
Harbour
Regeneration

Date
2011

Shoreham
Harbour
Regeneration

emerging

taller buildings; defined as those of 18 metres or more in height
(approximately 6 storeys). Shoreham Harbour is identified as a suitable
location for such development.
SPD08: Sustainable Building Design (BHCC: 2008). This provides
detailed guidance on required standards of sustainable building design.
SPD11: Nature Conservation and Development (BHCC: 2010). This
provides detailed guidance on required standards in relation to
enhancing biodiversity and habitats.
Shoreham Harbour Interim Planning Guidance (Shoreham Harbour
Regeneration: 2011) (see Joint Planning Policy).

Comments
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration prepared IPG for the harbour and surrounding
areas. The current version was adopted by ADC and BHCC in October 2011.
This guidance has been produced to summarise the existing planning policy
framework for the regeneration area. It is intended to guide development
proposals and planning decisions during the interim period whilst the JAAP is
prepared and adopted. This guidance will help to ensure that development
proposals are consistent with the strategic vision and objectives for Shoreham
Harbour.
The guidance is not a formal SPD. However it has been subject to consultation
by the project partners and a range of local stakeholders prior to adoption by the
partner authorities. As such it is a material consideration when determining
planning applications within the regeneration area.
The guidance is an evolving document which will be updated periodically to
reflect changes in the planning policy framework.
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration is preparing a JAAP for the regeneration area.
This will be a key planning document in the LDF of both Adur and Brighton &
Hove.
The JAAP will be the DPD which provides the framework and guidelines for
developers and will clarify the area of land which could be considered for
regeneration, as well as what kind of development would be acceptable in the
area.
The JAAP will build on the Adur Local Plan, Brighton & Hove City Plan and the
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Development Briefs for the Western Harbour Arm, South Portslade Industrial
Estate and Aldrington Basin. It will also be informed by an extensive body of
technical and supporting evidence
This SA forms part of the wider appraisal of the regeneration project. This will
ensure that decision-makers are fully informed of the sustainability aspects of
the plans, and that the environmental, economic and social impacts have been
considered.
Air Quality
Title
Adur Air Quality Action
Plan

Brighton & Hove Air
Quality Action Plan

Author
ADC

Date
2007

BHCC

2011

Comments
This plan details the steps to be taken to improve the air quality within Air
Quality Management Areas (AQMAs). Adur has two AQMAs - at the High
Street, Shoreham-by- Sea and the Old Shoreham Road, Southwick - where
NO2 levels are higher than the Air Quality Objectives set out in the AQAP.
The Shoreham High Street AQMA lies partially within the area covered by the
Western Harbour Arm Development Brief and the JAAP.
The cause of the air quality exceedences in the two AQMAs has been
attributed to the road traffic in those areas. No significant contributions from
industrial or point sources were identified in the district.
The AQMA provides an implementation plan of possible actions that could be
carried out to reduce air pollution
This plan confirms the designation of the existing AQMA which covers much
of southern Brighton & Hove, including Shoreham Harbour.
The AQMA is designated due to the annual exceedence of air quality
objectives for NO2, with no change in extent. The plan identifies road
transport as a primary cause of NO2 exceedences with older and heavier
vehicles being particularly polluting. It confirms that private motor vehicles
provides between 25%-50% of roadside NO2 with the remaining attributable
to trucks, vans, taxis and buses.
The AQAP confirms that a programme of modal shift has to be part of a wider
plan that also tackles to more polluting vehicles. It also confirms that there has
been limited improvements in ambient Nitrogen Dioxide levels in the 2010
monitoring period and that concentrations at worst case roadside locations
remain above the legal standard.
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Biodiversity, Habitats and Green Infrastructure
Title
Author
Date
From Rio to Sussex:
Sussex
1998
Action for Biodiversity
Biodiversity
Partnership

Brighton & Hove Draft
Local Biodiversity Action
Plan

BHCC

2012

Comments
The overall aim of the Sussex Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) is to conserve
and enhance the biological diversity of Sussex and contribute to the
conservation and enhancement of both national and international biodiversity.
Objectives of the BAP are to:
• Maintain, and where practicable enhance, the wildlife and habitats that
give Sussex its character and natural biodiversity
• Identify priority habitats and species which are important to Sussex and
/or where there is a special responsibility to care for flora/fauna which
is important on a national or international scale
• Set realistic, but ambitious, targets and timescales for priority habitats
and species and to monitor progress of action plans against those
targets
• Ensure that biodiversity action continues as a joint initiative, evolving in
a dynamic framework for nature conservation
• Raise public awareness and encourage involvement in biodiversity
action.
The Sussex BAP summarises the information which is currently available
regarding the counties’ biodiversity and areas where knowledge is deficient. It
identifies those species and habitats most under threat, and sets out an
agenda for action. It also establishes targets for all habitats and some species.
The draft plan addresses the species and the habitats or particular importance
in Brighton & Hove. It includes action plans covering 18 species or groups of
species which are considered to have specialist requirements which can be
addressed locally and which cannot be adequately addressed through local
habitat action plans and 14 actions plans covering habitats of greatest
importance locally. The plan sets 5 principles which take into account the
goals on Biological Diversity Strategic Plan 2011-2020 and outcomes of the
2011 England Biodiversity Strategy:
1. Mainstream biodiversity in society
2. Integrate the conservation of biodiversity across other land uses
3. Conserve important habitats and species on a landscape scale
4. Share the benefits of biodiversity and ecosystem services
5. Establish a strong evidence base.
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Shoreham Beach Local
Nature Reserve
Management Plan

Julian Morgan

2006

This vegetated shingle beach was identified and designated as a Site of
Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) in May of 1992. The main interest of
the site is its specialised shingle flora, which is a nationally rare habitat type.
The designation of Shoreham Beach as an LNR in July 2002 acknowledges
its high natural interest and local importance, and ensures that the site is
managed so that the features that convey its special interest are maintained
for future generations.
The plan supports twelve objectives for the on-going management of the site
as well as an implementation plan for how the management of the site will be
carried out.

Author
BHCSP

Date
2011

Comments
This strategy focuses efforts towards reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
adapting to a changing climate. It brings together work that is already being
done in the city from existing work programmes, such as the Local Transport
Plan, Food Strategy and the City Plan. It has five high level outcomes and
sets out steps on how to achieve them:
• A low carbon economy
• Low carbon homes and buildings
• Low carbon transport
• Renewable and Sustainable energy resources
• A city adapting well to climate change

Cultural Heritage and Landscape
Title
Author
Adur and Worthing Public
AWC
Art Strategy

Date
2011

Comments
This strategy is intended to provide guidance and direction on the
opportunities for future investment and commissioning of public art in Adur
and Worthing districts.
The strategy suggests that Shoreham Harbour should have its own public art
plan developed alongside the design of the buildings and infrastructure. The
harbour setting suggests very strong themes and assertive visual statements
which hold their own in this dramatic environment.
BHCC’s Public Realm Strategy aims to establish a coordinated, consistent
and high quality approach to all work in the public realm, including the

Climate Change
Title
Brighton & Hove Climate
Change Strategy

Brighton & Hove Public
Realm Strategy

BHCC

various
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Shoreham Harbour
Streetscape Guide

Shoreham
Harbour
Regeneration

2012

Employment and Economic Development
Title
Author
Date
Supporting Economic
WSCC
2012
Growth in West Sussex:
An Economic Strategy for
West Sussex 2012 – 2020

streetscape. The overall objective is to ensure the city’s streets and public
spaces are designed to bring maximum benefit to all residents. If all areas of
the city work to maximum potential for residents, they will also be much more
attractive for visitors.
The Public Life Public Space study (BHCC: 2007) study audits the current
quality of the public realm and makes recommendations as to how things can
be improved in future.
The Streetscape Design Guidelines (BHCC: 2010) contribute to delivery of the
city’s Public Realm vision by setting out standard design and installation
specifications for the elements that make up the streetscape (such as street
furniture and surface materials) along with the issues that should be
considered when choosing and implementing them. The guidelines are
designed to help anyone who works in the city’s public realm contribute to
delivering a high quality, coordinated public realm.
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration and the partner authorities jointly
commissioned the preparation of a Streetscape Guide to help the councils and
developers of projects in the area to deliver cohesive and high quality public
realm across the regeneration area. It provides detailed guidance on the style
and specifications for streetscape elements such as signage, lighting, street
furniture and way finding in order to provide greater definition to the Shoreham
Harbour and improve the overall look and feel of the area.
This guidance was adopted by ADC in October 2012.

Comments
This strategy sets out a high level approach to supporting sustainable
economic growth in the county. The strategy includes the following vision:
“An economy with a thriving entrepreneurial culture that actively
supports and promotes sustainable living and working communities
and makes the most of its natural, physical and human capital
assets; and which attracts, retains and grows well connected
businesses that are staffed by a highly skilled and motivated
workforce, producing high value goods and services.
The strategy promotes seven strategic priorities. Each of these has an
outcome, success measures; a contextual summary; a rationale for public
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Raising our Game:
BHEP
Brighton & Hove Economic
Strategy 2008 – 2016

2008

sector intervention, and a set of challenges and activities for partners to take
forward. The priorities are:
• Promote West Sussex as a first class business location
• Understand and respond to the needs of established businesses and
support people to start and grow successful enterprises
• Adapt and respond to new funding conditions and opportunities to
ensure that West Sussex secures investment to support its economic
development priorities
• Deliver the transport and communications infrastructure that
businesses and residents need
• Make best use of land and property to support a robust and sustainable
economy
• Support the creation of a range of jobs that enable people to participate
in the labour market in a way that best reflects their needs at different
life stages
• Support local people to acquire the skills that the economy needs
The Brighton & Hove Economic Strategy (2008 – 2016) was produced by the
Brighton & Hove Economic Partnership (BHEP) with the support of BHCC and
other key stakeholders in the city. It places emphasis on:
• Dynamic, ambitious, open and effective leadership by individuals in the
public and private sectors
• Increasing the standards of schools and FE colleges
• Harnessing the talent and innovation of the universities
• Increasing the value of the jobs in the city at both ends of the salary
scale
• The determination to embrace change in the cityscape to a high quality
of design
• The encouragement of distinctive site development to provide jobs and
homes
• Investment in a distinctive and characteristic cultural offer for the city
• Investment in a world-class conference offer for the city
• Developing a mixed housing stock suitable for the needs of the
population
• A significant reduction in congestion and improved transport to keep
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Better Skills, Better Jobs,
Better Lives: Brighton &
Hove City Employment
and Skills Plan 2011 –
2014

BHCC

2011

Adur and Worthing
Economic Action Plan

AWC

emerging

Flood Risk and Coastal Erosion
Title
Author
Coastal Defence Strategy: EA, Arun

Date
2000

the city moving.
The strategy was prepared prior to the economic downturn of 2008. Work is
currently underway on an updated and refreshed strategy that reflects current
economic realities, and builds on work, such as the City Employment Skills
Plan and City Plan.
The City Employment and Skills Plan 2011-2014 was launched in October
2011. The plan’s overall objective is to support the creation of at least 6,000
new jobs by 2014 in Brighton & Hove.
Recent evidence suggests that just creating jobs will not achieve this goal.
The city needs to not only set the conditions for job creation but also do more
to equip local residents to compete for work within the city’s labour market. To
this end, the City Employment and Skills Plan 2011-2014 has set out three
priorities:
• Promote the city’s employment and skills needs to internal and external
partners and agencies
• Support the creation of at least 6,000 new jobs by 2014
• Ensure that local residents are equipped to compete for jobs in the
city’s labour market.
The City Employment and Skills Plan was developed and is being delivered
under the guidance of the City Employment and Skills Steering Group
(CESSG), that includes representatives from key partners in the public,
private, and community and voluntary sectors.
Adur and Worthing Councils are currently preparing an Economic Action Plan,
to identify the key business priorities and future development projects for this
area. The plan will aim to encourage business growth and will bring together
priorities identified by:
• ADC, WBC and WSCC
• Adur & Worthing Business Partnership
• Coastal West Sussex
• Coast to Capital Local Enterprise Partnership

Comments
Coastal Defence Strategies were prepared by EA and the relevant local
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Rivers Arun to Adur

District
Council, WBC
and ADC
EA, ADC and
BHCC

authorities in 2000. The strategies establish a sustainable policy for the
management of coastal defences over the next 50 years between the Rivers
Arun and Adur and from the River Adur to Brighton Marina.

Coastal Defence Strategy:
River Adur to Brighton
Marina
Beachey Head to Selsey
South Downs
Bill Shoreline Management Coastal Group
Plan

2000

Rivers Arun to Adur Flood
and Erosion Management
Strategy

2010

EA, Arun
District Council
WBC, ADC

2006

A Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) provides a large-scale assessment of
the risks associated with coastal evolution and presents a policy framework to
address these risks in a sustainable manner with respect to people and to the
developed, historic and natural environment.
Coastal management policies for Adur and Brighton & Hove are detailed in the
South Downs SMP which covers the coast from Selsey Bill to Beachy Head.
The first SMP was compiled in 1997. The revised SMP was approved in 2006.
The plan:
• Defines, in general terms, the risk to people and the developed historic
and natural environment of coastal evolution within the SMP area over
the next century
• Identifies the preferred policies for managing those risks
• Identifies the consequences of implementing the preferred policies
• Informs planners, developers and others of the risk of coastal evolution
and of the preferred policies when considering future development of
the shoreline, land use charges and wider strategic planning
• Complies with international and national conservation legislation and
biodiversity obligations
• Sets out procedures for monitoring the effectiveness of the SMP
policies
• Highlights areas where knowledge gap exists.
The strategy sets out the approach to managing flood and erosion risks along
the coastline between the River Arun and the River Adur. This includes the
Adur Estuary and parts of Shoreham Harbour to the west of the lock gates at
Southwick.
This strategy takes into account:
• A predicted increase in sea level rise due to climate change
• The need to evaluate options over the long term
• The impacts of implementation on the natural environment
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River Adur to Brighton
Marina Flood and Erosion
Management
River Adur Catchment
Flood Management Plan

EA, ADC,
BHCC

emerging

EA

2007

• The Beachy Head to Selsey Bill Shoreline Management Plan
• The 120 responses to our public consultation carried out in 2008.
The plan includes improvements to flood defences along the west and east
banks of the River Adur over the next 50 years as well as the coastal
frontages.
This is due to be completed in 2014.

The role of the plan is to establish flood risk management policies which will
deliver sustainable flood risk management for the long term. It identifies
actions that need to be taken over the next 100 years to bring about a better,
more sustainable approach that works with nature. It will help to plan for the
likely impacts of climate change and further urban development in the river
catchment area.
The plan divides the Adur catchment into nine distinct sub-areas which have
similar physical characteristics, sources of flooding and level of risk.
Sub-area 6: Brighton & Hove also includes the parts of Shoreham Harbour to
the east of the lock gates at Southwick. This is considered an area of low to
moderate flood risk where existing flood risk is generally being managed
effectively.
Sub-area 7: Shoreham and Adur Estuary includes the Harbour Mouth and
Western Harbour Arm character areas. These are areas of low, moderate or
high flood risk where the flood risk is being managed effectively but where
further actions may need to be taken to keep pace with climate change.
Actions include:
• Strengthening development control advice, including the use of SuDS,
through LDF policies promoting no increase in run-off from new
developments and seeking opportunities to reduce current run-off
rates, where possible, to make sure the impact of flooding does not
increase in the future.
• Investigating how developer contributions can be used to help sustain
the current scale of flood risk into the future.
• Working in partnership to develop Surface Water Management Plans
(SWMPs) for Shoreham-by-Sea and Brighton & Hove.
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Housing
Title
Housing Strategy 20092014: healthy homes,
healthy lives, healthy city

Adur District Council
Housing Strategy 2005-10
& Action Plan - Update

Author
BHCC and
BHCSP

Date
2009

ADC

2009

Comments
The vision for the strategy is:
“Enabling healthy homes, healthy lives and a healthy city that
reduces inequality and offers independence, choice and a high
quality of life.”
The strategy has 3 overall priorities that reflect the fundamental housing
needs of the city:
• Priority 1: Improving housing supply
• Priority 2: Improving housing quality
• Priority 3: Improving housing support
Action to address these priorities will ensure there is enough of the right type
of high quality housing in the city to meet the needs of local people and that
those in need are provided with appropriate support to enable them to
maintain their independence.
ADC’s most recent housing strategy was updated in 2009. The overall vision
for housing in Adur is:
“To ensure a sufficient supply of decent affordable accessible and
good quality housing, to meet need, remains available for residents
in the District, whether to buy or rent.”
This vision is reflected in the nine key priorities identified by the council.
• Balancing the Local Housing Market: exploit development opportunities
in the District and help meet regional development targets
• Meeting Affordable Housing Need: maximise affordable housing across
a range of tenures
• Regeneration/ Sustainable Communities: housing contribution to
support regeneration and encourage economic development
• Preventing Homelessness: reduce homelessness and ensure
appropriate support for those who become homeless
• Supported Housing: meet the needs of vulnerable groups in
partnership with the Supporting People programme
• Providing a high quality housing service
• Promoting a healthy private sector
• Community Safety: reduce crime, the impact of crime and the fear of
crime
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Draft Adur and Worthing
Councils Housing Strategy
2012 – 2017

Equality and Diversity: addressing the housing needs of Black and
Minority Ethnic groups, hard to reach groups and other minority groups
Each priority has actions for delivery attached to it.
Adur & Worthing Councils are currently producing a joint Housing Strategy for
the period 2012-17. The joint strategy dovetails with the councils' corporate
priorities, other council strategies and priorities and those of other partners
and stakeholders.
The draft strategy was subject to consultation during September 2012. This
identifies the following housing priorities:
• Balance the local housing market
• Meet affordable housing need
• Prevent homelessness
• Provide high quality housing
• Promote a healthy private sector
• Housing support for the most vulnerable.

AWC

emerging

Noise
Title
Noise Action Plan:
Brighton Agglomeration

Author
DEFRA

Date
2010

Comments
This Noise Action Plan is designed to address the management of noise
issues and effects in the Brighton Agglomeration, which includes Adur. The
First Priority Locations for the Noise Action Plan includes sections of the A27
and A259 in the area. Local Planning Authorities are required to consider
noise issues under the NPPF.

Contaminated Land
Title
Contaminated Land
Strategy for Adur

Author
ADC

Date
2001

Comments
All councils throughout the country are legally obliged to produce a
Contaminated Land Strategy. All local authorities have a duty to inspect their
areas for contaminated land, and to deal in a satisfactory way with any
contamination that is identified. This is in accordance with the Environmental
Protection Act 1990.
The Act defines contaminated land as an area where significant harm is being
caused or is likely to take place because of the substances in, on, or under the
land, or where the pollution of controlled waters has occurred, or is likely to be
caused.
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Brighton & Hove’s
Contaminated Land
Strategy

Transport
Title
Local Transport Plan 2011

BHCC

2005

Author
BHCC

Date
2011

ADC’s Contaminated Land Strategy identifies areas within the district, which
have been classified as ‘contaminated sites’, an assessment process and
outline of remediation.
The Contaminated Land Strategy for Brighton & Hove was originally published
in June 2001 and updated in September 2005. The strategy was developed in
accordance with government guidelines, working closely with all other local
authorities in East and West Sussex, as well as the Environment Agency.
The document sets out the council's approach to its legal duties regarding
contaminated land, including how it will:
• Identify actual and potential contaminated sites within the city by
rational, ordered and efficient investigation, to remove unacceptable
risk to human health and the environment and prevent the creation of
new contaminated sites
• Reinforce a "suitable for use" approach enabling developers to design
and implement appropriate and cost effective remediation schemes as
part of their redevelopment project of contaminated sites to bring
damaged land back into beneficial use
• Identify sites which do not come under Environmental Protection Act
1990, Part IIA but could still be contaminated, to ensure that the land is
suitable for its current use or can be made suitable for its intended
future development use, where a receptor may be introduced.

Comments
The plan includes the following vision statement:
“To deliver an integrated, accessible and balanced transport system
that supports economic growth and enables people to travel around
and access services as safely and freely as possible while minimising
damage to the environment and contributing to a safer, cleaner, quieter
and healthier city.”
The plan sets out how important transport is to the success of Brighton &
Hove as place that people want to live, work, visit and enjoy. It demonstrates
the contribution that transport can make towards achieving five main goals
that are:
Supporting economic growth:
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West Sussex Transport
Plan 2011-2026

WSCC

2011

To ensure the local transport system operates efficiently, is well
maintained and can cope with extreme occurrences
• To improve access to job opportunities, shopping areas and cultural
and visitor attractions
• To help inform travel decisions and improve reliability of journey times
for all road users
• To deliver transport improvements required to support sustainable
housing growth.
Reducing carbon emissions:
• To increase the use of low-emission forms of transport and support the
use of associated technologies
• To reduce the need to travel for some journeys and enable people to
travel more sustainably.
Promoting equality and opportunity:
• To increase the availability and accessibility of travel choices for
everyone, particularly disadvantaged people, and those living outside
the central area
• To improve streets and the wider transport system to assist in the
regeneration of deprived areas and communities.
Contributing to safety, security and health:
• To reduce fear of danger and the risk of personal injury as a result of
transport collisions
• To minimise the impacts of transport-related air and noise pollution on
people, and the natural and built environments
• To encourage and enable greater levels of active and healthy travel,
such as cycling and walking, especially for shorter journeys.
Improving quality of life:
• To create safe and attractive streets and places that everyone can
enjoy and use responsibly
• To enable greater access to a wide range of goods, services, and
places, including the city’s natural environment.
This sets the strategy for guiding future investment in West Sussex highways
and transport infrastructure and sets a framework for considering transport
infrastructure requirements associated with future development across the
county.
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Shoreham Harbour
Transport Strategy

WSCC

emerging

The plan includes 4 strategies that guide WSCC’s approach to maintaining,
managing and investing in transport, and meeting its main objective of
improving quality of life for the people of West Sussex. These 4 strategies are:
• Promoting economic growth
• Tackling climate change
• Providing access to services, employment and housing
• Improving safety, security and health.
For Adur District Council, the implementation of the objectives will be through
the following:
• Increasing use of sustainable modes of transport
• Improving network efficiency in order to reduce emissions and delays
• Minimising the impact of HGVs on the local community improving
safety for all road users
• Reducing traffic emissions, particularly NO2 and PM10.
WSCC is currently preparing a Transport Strategy for Shoreham Harbour in
partnership with Shoreham Harbour Regeneration, ADC and BHCC. The
strategy builds on the following strategic objective of the regeneration project:
“To promote sustainable transport choices through ensuring that new
developments are well served by high quality, integrated transport
systems including improved pedestrian, cycling and public transport
routes and seeking ways to reduce demand for travel by car in
innovative ways.”
This strategy is being prepared in parallel with the Adur Local Plan and
Shoreham Harbour JAAP and will be informed by the results of the Adur Local
Plan and Shoreham Harbour Transport Study.
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Minerals and Waste
Title
West Sussex Minerals
Local Plan

Author
WSCC

Date
2003

West Sussex Minerals
Local Plan

WSCC and
SDNPA

emerging

West Sussex Waste Local
Plan: Revised Deposit
Draft

WSCC

2004

West Sussex Waste Local
Plan

WSCC and
SDNPA

emerging

East Sussex and Brighton
& Hove Minerals Local
Plan

ESCC and
BHCC

1999

Comments
This was adopted by WSCC in 2003. This sets the development planning
framework for future minerals extractions in the county. The documents set
out a range of measures with respect to specific minerals to mitigate any
environmental impacts caused by mineral extraction activities.
Of key relevance to Shoreham Harbour is Policy 40 which aims to safeguard
and improve wharves in West Sussex and specifically five areas within
Shoreham Harbour.
WSCC and SDNPA will begin preparing a replacement Minerals Local Plan
during 2013. This will cover the period to 2031 and will replace the adopted
Minerals Local Plan (2003). It will set out a county-wide vision, strategic
objectives, a strategy for minerals planning, and a monitoring and
implementation framework. It will also allocate ‘strategic sites’ to meet the
need for sand and gravel in West Sussex. It will include a limited suite of
generic and use specific development management policies.
The Revised Deposit Draft (July 2004) of the West Sussex Waste Local Plan
has been approved for development control purposes and is a material
consideration in the determination of planning applications although it is not
part of the statutory development plan for West Sussex. The WLP will be
replaced by the new Waste Local Plan when the Proposed Submission draft is
approved by County Council.
Policy A1A safeguards existing waste management sites from development
that would prevent or prejudice their use. This includes the Household Waste
Recycling site on Brighton Road and the Waste Water Treatment Works on
Basin Road South.
WSCC and SDNPA are currently preparing a replacement West Sussex
Waste Local Plan. This will cover the period to 2031. It will set out a countywide vision, strategic objectives, a strategy for waste planning, and a
monitoring and implementation framework. It will also allocate ‘strategic sites’
for new waste management facilities needed in West Sussex. It will include a
limited suite of generic and use-specific development management policies.
All policies in the plan have been saved until the emerging Waste and
Minerals Plan is adopted. Of key relevance, Policy 8 highlights the importance
of retaining aggregates facilities at Shoreham Port and limiting further effects
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East Sussex and Brighton
& Hove Waste Local Plan

ESCC and
BHCC

2006

East Sussex, South
Downs and Brighton &
Hove Waste and Minerals
Plan

ESCC,
SDNPA and
BHCC

emerging

of increased traffic.
This is a strategy for the management and disposal of all types of waste
generated in the plan area up to 2015. All policies in the plan have been
saved until the emerging Waste and Minerals Plan is adopted.
The plan includes guidance for developers on the type and location of waste
facilities that will be required to achieve the strategy and the policy framework
to enable the councils to judge the acceptability of applications for planning
permission. It also safeguards certain sites for waste management purposes
ESCC, SNPA and BHCC and SDNPA have prepared a new Waste and
Minerals Plan for examination. This is due for adoption in 2013. The plan sets
out the strategic vision and policy decisions for waste and minerals in East
Sussex and Brighton & Hove. There are 8 Strategic Objectives:
• To achieve declining rates of growth of all wastes, to reduce the
amount of waste produced, and to drive the management of waste up
the hierarchy by reusing and recycling waste material into new
products and recovering energy from materials that cannot effectively
be recycled.
• To achieve prudent and efficient use of minerals, having regard to the
market demand and supply restrictions in the Plan Area, and to
recognise waste as a resource in order to reduce local demands on
water, energy, land, and primary raw materials including soil and
minerals.
• To make timely provision for sufficient facilities for the sustainable
management of waste (including waste water) and production of
minerals to meet forecast requirements for the Plan Area, in order to
contribute as far as practicable to regional and national requirements
for waste management and support the production of nationally and
regionally important minerals.
• To protect and enhance the environment, communities and human
health through minimising harmful emissions to air (including
greenhouse gases), water and land; minimising the use of natural
resources (including greenfield sites); minimising impacts on protected
habitats, designated landscapes, geological sites and heritage sites;
and areas which have landscape character and quality which is
sensitive to development including the South Downs National Park;
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•

•

•

•

Water
Title
Adur and Ouse Catchment
Abstraction Management
Strategy

Author
EA

Date
2005

and through ensuring high quality mitigation, compensation and
restoration to appropriate after uses. Account will be taken of local
landscape character and distinctiveness.
To manage waste and minerals at an appropriate scale, taking account
of the distribution of waste sources and the limitations on the
availability of suitable land in the Plan Area, as close to the sources as
practicable in order to encourage communities to take more
responsibility for the waste they create and to minimise the transport of
waste and minerals whilst still moving up the waste hierarchy. Use the
most sustainable and practicable mode where it is necessary to
transport waste or minerals.
To ensure that sustainable waste management objectives are
considered in all plans, strategies and proposals in the Plan Area, and
that the design, construction and operation of all new development
promotes sustainable waste management.
In recognition of limited capacity for disposal to land in the Plan Area,
to dispose of waste to land as a last resort and seek appropriate afteruse of land disposal sites to achieve conservation and enhancement of
the environment.
To ensure facilities are designed, located and operated in a manner
that takes the implications of climate change, and in particular rising
sea levels, into account.

Comments
Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies (CAMS) set out how water
resources are managed at a local level. The Adur and Ouse CAMS was
produced in 2005 and last updated in 2007. It summarises the availability of
water resources and the sustainability of current abstraction. In general the
aquifers and rivers of the region are heavily committed to abstraction, as
follows:
• River Adur: Water Available
• River Ouse: No Water Available
• Cockhaise Brook: Over Licensed
• Brighton Chalk: No Water Available
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Water for Life and
Livelihoods: River Basin
Management Plan: South
East River Basin District

DEFRA and
EA

2009

Water Resources
Management Plan 2010–
2035

Southern
Water

2009

Drought Plan: Our plan to
safeguard water supplies
at times of drought

Southern
Water

2008

The 2007 Update sets out details on latest information regarding the above.
The CAMS suggests that improved water efficiency should be a key
component of all new housing developments as well as water meters in new
homes. In addition, Sustainable Drainage Systems (or SuDS) should be
encouraged to reduce flood risk, improve water quality and increase
groundwater recharge. This water can also be collected and reused for nonpotable purposes.
River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) are intended to protect and improve
the water environment. They contain the main issues for the water
environment and the actions necessary to deal with them.
The RBPM for the South East River Basin District states that all inland,
estuarial and coastal waters must aim to achieve “good ecological status” by
2015. Where this is not possible and subject to the criteria set out in the
Directive, aim to achieve good status by 2021 or 2027.
The waters in and around the Adur District are assessed and a current status
assigned. Some waters are in a more deteriorated state than others.
The Water Resources Management Plan sets out in detail how Southern
Water will ensure that there is sufficient security of water supplies to meet the
anticipated demands of all its customers over the 25-year planning period
from 2010 to 2035.
The plan covers a number of areas including:
• Increased demand from housing growth
• Effects of climate change and the need to reduce energy use
• Maintaining high levels of environmental protection.
Droughts that lead to an imbalance between supply and demand may be
triggered by a wide range of hydrological and demand conditions. These
conditions are generally associated with a shortage of rainfall leading to low
replenishment of surface water reservoirs and low recharge to groundwater
resources, combined with high and persistent demands.
The Drought Plan shows how Southern Water will continue, during a period of
drought, to discharge its duties to supply adequate quantities of wholesome
water, with as little recourse as reasonably possible to Drought
Permits/Orders. Southern Water is currently updating the drought plan.
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Appendix 2: Baseline Date
Unless otherwise indicated, data is provided at the district / city or ward level.
SA Objective 1
Increase energy efficiency, encourage the use of renewable energy sources, increase the take-up of passive design and encourage high
levels of Code for Sustainable Homes / BREEAM standards for new and existing development.
Indicator
1. Number of applications
approved for renewable
energy developments/ and
installations

2. Amount of energy generated
from renewable sources or
efficient energy supply

JAAP Baseline Data
Year
Applications approved
ADC
BHCC
2007/08 0
2008/09 1
5
2009/10 1
16
2010/11 1
36
Year

2010/11
3. Average annual domestic
consumption of electricity

Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Energy generated
(MW)
Type ADC
BHCC
Solar 2.64
3.2
Hydro 5.8

Sales per consumer (kWh)
ADC
BHCC
4,648
4,161
4,601
4,115
4,524
4,029
4,308
3,899
4,250
3,824
4,258
3,815
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Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To increase the number of
renewable energy developments and
installations over plan period.

Sources
ADC Annual Monitoring
Report
BHCC Sustainability
Checklist

Target: Increase in the amount of
energy generated from renewable
sources

ADC Annual Monitoring
Report
BHCC Annual
Monitoring Report

Comparison with Great Britain:
Year Sales per consumer (kWh)
2005 4,602
2006 4,457
2007 4,392
2008 4,198
2009 4,152
2010 4,148

DECC Sub-national
Electricity Consumption
Data

Indicator
4. Average annual domestic
consumption of gas (kWh)

JAAP Baseline Data
Year Sales per consumer (kWh)
ADC
BHCC
2005 16,705
16,667
2006 15,999
16,004
2007 15,221
15,320
2008 14,569
14,567
2009 13,308
13,424
2010 13,380
13,461

5. Average annual domestic
consumption of electricity
(commercial and industrial)

Year

6. Average annual consumption
of gas (commercial and
industrial)

Year

7. Number and percentage of
new residential developments
meeting or exceeding Code
for Sustainable Homes Level
3

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Target / Trend / Comparison
Comparison with Great Britain:
Year Sales per consumer (kWh)
2005 19,020
2006 18,241
2007 17,614
2008 16,906
2009 15,383
2010 15,155

Sources
DECC Sub-national Gas
Consumption Data

Sales per consumer (kWh)
ADC
BHCC
53,881
40,422
54,523
41,212
54,320
41,355
53,935
41,795
49,504
41,078
51,409
41,246

Comparison with Great Britain:
Year Sales per consumer (kWh)
2005 82,129
2006 81,952
2007 79,077
2008 79,809
2009 76,262
2010 77,705

DECC Sub-national
Electricity Consumption
Data

Sales per consumer (kWh)
ADC
BHCC
344,676
312,636
289,783
312,148
311,554
320,373
323,573
349,670
352,291
364,752
383,488
388,228

Comparison with Great Britain:
Year Sales per consumer (kWh)
2005 645,050
2006 605,793
2007 633,779
2008 644,556
2009 663,764
2010 690,933

DECC Sub-national Gas
Consumption Data

Target: 100% of new residential
developments to meet or exceed
Code for Sustainable Homes Level 3

ADC
BHCC

To be reported
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Indicator
8. Number and percentage of
new non-residential
developments meeting or
exceeding BREEAM Very
Good standard

JAAP Baseline Data
To be reported

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: 100% of new non-residential
developments to meet or exceed
BREEAM Very Good standard
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Sources
British Research
Establishment
ADC
BHCC

SA Objective 2
Encourage the sustainable use of water.
Indicator
9. Household per capita
consumption of water

JAAP Baseline Data
Sussex Coast Water Resource Zone
(WRZ)
Year
Litres/person/day
2007/08 154
2008/09 151
2009/10 150
2010/11 162
2011/12 160

Target / Trend / Comparison
Comparison with Southern Water
area
Year
Litres/person/day
2007/08 153
2008/09 145
2009/10 145
2010/11 154
2011/12 157
Target: To reduce daily consumption
of water over the plan period.

Sources
Southern Water

10.Number and percentage of
new residential developments
meeting or exceeding Code
for Sustainable Homes Level
3 in respect of water
efficiency

To be reported

Target: 100% of new residential
developments to meet or exceed
Code for Sustainable Homes Level 3

ADC
BHCC

11.Number and percentage of
new developments
incorporating Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SuDS)

To be reported

To be reported

ADC
BHCC
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SA Objective 3
Improve land use efficiency by encouraging the re-use of previously developed land, buildings and materials.
Indicator
12.Percentage of new homes
built on previously developed
land per annum

13.Percentage of employment
floorspace built on previously
developed land per annum

JAAP Baseline Data
Year
ADC
2007 – 08 99%
2008 – 09 100%
2009 – 10 100%
2010 – 11 100%
Year
2007 – 08
2008 – 09
2009 – 10
2010 – 11

ADC
100%
79%
100%
100%

BHCC
100%
100%
BHCC
100%
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Target / Trend / Comparison
To be reported

Sources
ADC Annual Monitoring
Report
BHCC Annual
Monitoring Report

To be reported

ADC
BHCC

SA Objective 4
Conserve, protect and enhance biodiversity (flora and fauna) and habitats.
Indicator
JAAP Baseline Data
14.Number of developments
Year
ADC
commenced within
2007 – 08 0
designated sites and reserves 2008 – 09 1
2009 – 10 0
2010 – 11 0
15.Number of developments
commenced within BAP
habitats

Year
2007 – 08
2008 – 09
2009 – 10
2010 – 11

ADC
0
0
0
0

BHCC
To be
reported

BHCC

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To minimise the amount of
development within designated sites
and reserves

Sources
Sussex Biodiversity
Records Centre

Target: To ensure no net loss of BAP
habitats

Sussex Biodiversity
Records Centre

To be
reported

16.Amount of land identified as
BAP Habitat

To be reported

Target: No decrease in the amount of
land identified as BAP habitat.
Increases will be sought where
possible

Sussex Biodiversity
Records Centre

17.State or condition of
nationally and locally
designated sites within or
adjacent to JAAP area

Adur Estuary SSSI – To be reported
Shoreham Beach SNCI – 100% of
site in ‘positive conservation
management
Basin Road South SNCI – To be
reported

Target: To improve the condition of
local wildlife sites.

WSCC
BHCC

SA Objective 5
Maintain local distinctiveness and to protect and enhance the historic environment including townscapes, buildings and their settings,
archaeological heritage, parks and landscapes.
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Indicator
18.Number of demolitions of
listed buildings and
Scheduled Ancient
Monuments (SAMs)
19.Number of listed buildings
and SAMs at risk of decay

JAAP Baseline Data
Target / Trend / Comparison
ADC: No demolitions in the last three Target: No listed Buildings or SAMs
years
demolished over plan period.
BHCC: To be reported

Sources
ADC Development
Management
BHCC

1 – Shoreham Fort

English Heritage Risk
Register

20.Number of up-to-date
conservation area appraisals
and management plans

ADC: Shoreham-by-Sea
Conservation Area Character
Appraisal and Management Strategy
(2008); Southwick Conservation
Area Character Appraisal and
Management Strategy (2009)
BHCC: No conservation areas
currently designated within JAAP
0

21.Number of conservation
areas at risk
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Target: No listed buildings or SAMs
at risk of decay by the end of the plan
period
Keep Conservation Appraisal and
Management Plans up-to-date

Target: No conservation areas at risk
of decay by the end of the plan
period.

ADC
BHCC

English Heritage Risk
Register

SA Objective 6
Protect and enhance public open space / green infrastructure and accessibility to it.
Indicator
22.Amount and type of open
space per 1,000 population

JAAP Baseline Data
To be reported

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To reach recommended
quantity standard for each open
space typology – to be determined
through JAAP
Target: To reach recommended
quantity standard for each open
space typology – to be determined
through JAAP
Target: To provide areas of green
infrastructure as part of new
development

23. Percentage of population
To be reported
within recommended distance
of each open space typology
24.Amount of green
infrastructure delivered

To be reported
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Sources
ADC
BHCC

ADC
BHCC

ADC
BHCC

SA Objective 7
Reduce the risk and levels of air and noise pollution
Indicator
25.Number and percentage of
monitoring locations where
the annual Air Quality
Objective for NO2 has been
exceeded
26.Number and percentage of
monitoring locations where
the annual Air Quality
Objective for PM10 has been
exceeded
27.Total CO2 emissions per
capita

JAAP Baseline Data
To be reported

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To reduce levels of NO2
compared to 2012

Sources
ADC
BHCC

To be reported

Target: To reduce levels of PM10
compared to 2012

ADC
BHCC

CO2 per capita (tonnes)
ADC
BHCC
5.9
5.7
5.8
5.7
5.7
5.5
5.5
5.3
5.0
4.8

Comparison with England:
Year
CO2 per capita (tonnes)
2005
7.4
2006
7.5
2007
7.2
2008
7.2
2009
6.5
Target: To contribute to the reduction
in CO2 footprint

DECC

No. of complaints
ADC
BHCC
225
3,000
complaints
281
per year
242

Target: No significant increase in
noise complaints over the plan period

ADC Environmental
Health
BHCC Environmental
Health

Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

28.Public concern over noise –
number of noise complaints

Year
2008
2009
2010
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Indicator
29.Noise levels

JAAP Baseline Data
Road: Levels of noise are highest in
areas next to the A259 road (in
some instances up to 75dBa)
Rail: Western Arm area and
Southwick are most affected by rail
related noise (55-65dBa)
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Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To reduce noise levels in
areas of JAAP, particularly in the
Western Arm

Sources
DEFRA Noise Map

SA Objective 8
Reduce pollution and the risk of pollution to land.
Indicator
JAAP Baseline Data
30.Number of planning
Year
No. of permissions
permissions for developments
ADC
BHCC
that incorporate the
2008/09 To be
601
remediation of contaminated
2009/10 reported
722
land
2010/11
432
1
Planning applications
recommended with potential for
remediation of contaminated land
2
Planning conditions requiring
investigation into potentially
contaminated land.

Target / Trend / Comparison
No target

Sources
ADC
BHCC

31.Number of pollution incidents
recorded by EA / LAs

To be reported

No target

EA
ADC
BHCC

32.The number of breaches of
environmental permits
recorded by the EA / LAs

To be reported

No target

EA
ADC
BHCC
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SA Objective 9
Reduce pollution and the risk of pollution to water
Indicator
33.Classification of groundwater
quality

JAAP Baseline Data
Brighton Chalk Block (2009)
Quantitative Chemical
Overall
Quality
Quality
Quality
Poor
Poor
Good -

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To ensure all groundwater
resources achieve ‘good’ standard by
2015

Sources
EA

Target: To ensure all waterbodies
achieve ‘good’ standard by 2015

EA

deteriorating

34.Status of waterbodies

Adur Estuary (2009)
Overall
Ecological
Quality
Quality
Moderate Moderate

Chemical
Quality
Good

35.Quality of bathing water

Southwick Beach
Year
Water quality
2005
Higher
2006
Higher
2007
Higher
2008
Minimum
2009
Higher
2010
Higher
2011
Higher

Target: To maintain bathing water
quality at ‘higher’ level throughout
plan period

EA

36.Number of pollution incidents

To be reported

Target: To reduce the number of
water related pollution incidents

EA
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SA Objective 10
To ensure that all developments have taken into account the changing climate and are adaptable and resilient to extreme weather events
Indicator
37.Number of residential
properties granted planning
permission in areas at risk of
flooding

JAAP Baseline Data
To be reported

Target / Trend / Comparison
No target

Sources
ADC
BHCC
EA

38.Number of non-residential
properties granted planning
permission in areas at risk of
flooding

To be reported

No target

ADC
BHCC
EA

39.Percentage of developments
incorporating green walls
and/or green roofs

To be reported

No target

ADC
BHCC
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SA Objective 11
To improve health and wellbeing and reduce inequalities in health
Indicator
40.Average life expectancy at
birth

JAAP Baseline Data
Date
ADC
M
F
2005/07
78.4 81.2
2006/08
78.5 81.6
2007/09
78.5 82.5
2008/10
79.4 83.1

Target / Trend / Comparison
Comparison with South East average
Date
M
F
2005/07
78.4
78.9
2006/08
78.5
79.6
2007/09
78.5
79.7
2008/10
79.4
79.8
Target: To contribute to increased life
expectancy for males and females
over the plan period.

Sources
Office for National
Statistics

41.Number of Super Output
Areas in top 10% most
deprived for health domain

1 in Eastbrook Ward

Target: To reduce level of health
related deprivation

DCLG Index of Multiple
Deprivation

42.Number of Super Output
Areas in top 20% most
deprived for health domain

1 in St Mary’s Ward

Target: To reduce level of health
related deprivation

DCLG Index of Multiple
Deprivation

BHCC
M
F
78.9 81.7
79.6 82.4
79.7 82.5
79.8 83.2
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SA Objective 12
To reduce crime, the fear of crime and antisocial behaviour through planning and design processes
Indicator
43.The number of crimes per
1,000 population

JAAP Baseline Data
Ward
Crimes per 1,000
population**
St Mary’s
21.54
(South)
Southwick
13.55
Green
Eastbrook
11.12
South Portslade 10.25
Wish
6.86
**March 2012

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To reduce rates of crime over
the plan period

Sources
Police UK

44.Number of new
developments incorporating
Secured by Design
features

ADC: To be reported
BHCC: 2009/10 - 5 out of 6 major
developments incorporated crime
prevention measures

No target

ADC
BHCC
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SA Objective 13
To promote sustainable transport and reduce the use of the private car
Indicator
45.Car users energy
consumption (thousand
tonnes of fuel)

JAAP Baseline Data
Date
ADC
2007
20.8
2008
19.7
2009
19.1

46.Percentage of the resident
population who travel to
work by:
a. private motor vehicle
(car, taxi or motorbike)
b. public transport
c. on foot or cycle

Travel mode
Car / Taxi /
Motorbike
Public
transport
On foot / cycle
*Census 2001

BHCC
67.8
65.0
62.4

ADC
66.58%

BHCC
49.4%

11.27%

21.0%

12.33%

19.8%
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Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To reduce the amount of car
travel

Sources
DECC Sun-national
Energy Consumption
Statistics

Target: To reduce the percentage of
people travelling by private vehicles.

Census

SA Objective 14
To reduce poverty, social exclusion and social inequalities and to narrow the gap between the most and least deprived areas so that noone is seriously disadvantaged by where they live.
Indicator
47.Index of Multiple
Deprivation Ranking

JAAP Baseline Data
Ward
Rank
St Mary’s
2,039
Southwick
3,652
Green
Eastbrook
1,464
South
To be reported
Portslade
Wish
To be reported

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To improve ranking for wards
in the Index of Multiple Deprivation
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Sources
WSCC Ward Profiles
BHLIS

SA Objective 15
To meet the need for housing, including affordable housing and ensure that all groups have access to decent and appropriate housing.
Indicator
48.Number of households on
the housing register
49.Net dwelling completions

50.Gross affordable housing
completions

JAAP Baseline Data
To be reported

Date
2007/08
2008 /09
2009/10
2010/11

JAAP
0
0
0
0

Date

ADC
No.
33
14
66
20

2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
51.House price to income
ratio

2010:
LA
ADC
BHCC

Income
£21,262
£27,175

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To reduce the number of
homeless households in priority need

ADC

BHCC

To be
reported

%
20.8
10.4
71.7
22.7

BHCC
No.
177
255
100
8

Price
£217,477
£274,734

%
31.2
35.4
26.3
2.8
Ratio
1:10
1:10

Trend: No development over past
ADC
BHCC
four years
Target: South East Plan target to
investigate potential for 10,000
homes at Shoreham Harbour.
AECOM Capacity and viability study
suggests capacity of between 1150 to
1965 new dwellings.
Trend: No discernible trend
Target: 50 affordable housing
completions per year

ADC
BHCC

Comparison with South East:
Income
Price
Ratio
£28,485
£268,878 1:9
Target: To reduce the house price to
income ratio

Land Registry
NOMIS

SA Objective 16
To create and sustain vibrant communities which recognise the needs and contributions of individuals
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Sources
ADC
BHCC

This objective is difficult to monitor and there are no relevant indicators that could be clearly monitored. Achieving the targets set out for the
other 20 objectives would contribute to this objective.
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SA Objective 17
To promote sustainable economic development with supporting infrastructure, and ensure high and stable levels of employment and a
diverse economy
Indicator
JAAP Baseline Data
52.Gross additional
Date
Additional Floorspace
employment floorspace by
ADC
BHCC
2
type per annum
2010/11
630m
To be
2
reported
2009/10
0m
2
2008/09
4,246m

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To provide a sufficient and
varied amount of employment in the
district to meet local needs

53.Number of VAT registered
businesses

VAT registered
businesses
ADC
BHCC
1,800
9,625
1,735
9,320
1,695
9,085

Target: To increase the number of VAT ONS Business
registered businesses over the plan
Demography
period

Business births per
10,000
ADC
BHCC
36
56
33
49

Comparison with South East and UK:
Date
Business births per
10,000
SE
UK
2010
43
38
2009
43
38
Target: To increase business birth
rates in the area

Date

2007
2006
2005
54.Business birth rate per
10,000 residents

Date

2010
2009
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Sources
ADC AMR
BHCC AMR

ONS Business
Demography / Mid-Year
Population Estimates

Indicator
55.Percentage of working
age population that are
economically active

56.Median full-time gross
weekly earnings

JAAP Baseline Data
Date
Economic activity (1664)
ADC
BHCC
2010/11
78.1%
73.7%
2009/10
80.5%
76.5%
2008/09
82.1%
77.2%
2007/08
81.8%
78.7%

Date

2011
2010
2009
2008

57.Percentage of working
age population who are
employment deprived

Ward
St Mary’s
Southwick
Green
Eastbrook
South
Portslade

Median weekly
earnings
ADC
BHCC
£411
£528
£408
£521
£405
£500
£417
£514

Employment
deprivation
10.4%
6.7%
11.6%
10.4%

Target / Trend / Comparison
Comparison with South East and UK:
Date
Economic activity (16-64)
SE
UK
2010/11 79.2%
76.0%
2009/10 79.4%
76.1%
2008/09 80.0%
76.6%
2007/08 80.0%
76.6%
Target: Maintain high levels of
economic activity.

Sources
ONS Annual Population
Survey

Comparison with SE and UK:
Date
Median weekly earnings
SE
UK
2011
£554
£503
2010
£548
£502
2009
£537
£491
2008
£525
£480
Target: To increase weekly earnings
through the provision of more highvalue jobs and training facilities

ONS Annual Survey of
Hours and Earnings

Comparison with SE and UK:
Area
Employment
deprivation
SE
6.8%
UK
9.9%
Target: To reduce the amount of
employment deprivation

IMD

SA Objective 18
To avoid, reduce and manage the risk from all sources of flooding to and from the development and to minimise coastal erosion where
possible.
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Indicator
JAAP Baseline Data
58.Number of planning
Date
Permissions granted
permissions granted
ADC
BHCC
contrary to Environment
2009/10
0
0
Agency advice on flooding 2008/09
0
0
and water quality
2007/08
0
grounds.

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To continue not to grant
planning permission where this would
be contrary to Environment Agency
advice
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Sources
EA
ADC
BHCC

SA Objective 19
To improve the range, quality and accessibility of services and facilities and to improve integrated transport links with them.
Indicator
59.Amount of floorspace
provided for ‘town centre
uses’ per annum and
amount of this floorspace
provided within town
centres

JAAP Baseline Data
To be reported

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To ensure that the majority of
floorspace provided for ‘town centre
uses’ is provided within the town
centre.

Sources
ADC
BHCC

60.New community facilities
provided per annum

To be reported

To be reported

ADC
BHCC
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SA Objective 20
To create places and spaces and buildings that work well, wear well and look good.
Indicator
61.Number of design awards
won

JAAP Baseline Data
To be reported

Target / Trend / Comparison
No target
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Sources
ADC
BHCC

SA Objective 21
To raise educational achievement and skills levels to enable people to remain in work, and to access good quality jobs.
Indicator
62.Number of Lower Super
Output Areas (LSOAs)
within the 10% most
deprived in England in
respect of education,
skills and training

JAAP Baseline Data
1 – Eastbrook

Target / Trend / Comparison
Target: To reduce the number of
LSOAs within the 10% most deprived
SOAs in England

Sources
IMD

63.Number of Lower Super
Output Areas (LSOAs)
within 20% most deprived
in England in respect of
education, skills and
training

2 – St Mary’s; South Portslade

Target: To reduce the number of
LSOAs within the 20% most deprived
SOAs in England

IMD

64.Percentage of students
achieving 5 or more A*-C
grades including Maths
and English at GCSE

2010:
Ward
St Mary’s
Southwick
Green
Eastbrook
South
Portslade
Wish

Target: To increase the amount of
students achieving 5 or more A*-C
grades including Maths and English at
GCSEs

BHLIS
WSCC Ward Profiles

Percentage
34.1%
54.4%
37.1%
43.9%
56.8%
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SA Objective 22
To reduce waste generation and increase material efficiency and reuse of discarded material by supporting and encouraging
development, businesses and initiatives that promote these and other sustainability issues.
Indicator
65.Percentage of municipal
waste going to landfill per
annum

66.Percentage of municipal
waste recycled

JAAP Baseline Data
Date
Percentage
ADC
2009/10
To be
2008/09
reported
2007/08
2006/07
Date
2010/11
2009/10
2008/09
2007/08
2006/07

Percentage
ADC
36.6%
-

Target / Trend / Comparison
To be reported

Sources
ADC
BHCC

To be reported

ADC
BHCC

BHCC
44.1%
48.6%
59.1%
68.5%
BHCC
23.4%
24.9%
24.4%
22.9%
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Appendix 3: Comparison of SA Objectives for Adur, Brighton & Hove and Shoreham Harbour
Adur Local Plan
Brighton & Hove City Plan
Sustainability Objectives
Sustainability Objectives
Increase energy efficiency and encourage To maximise sustainable energy use and
the use of renewable energy sources
mitigate the adverse effects of climate
change
through
low/zero
carbon
development and maximise the use of
renewable energy technologies in both new
development and existing buildings.
To encourage new developments to meet
Code for Sustainable Homes/BREEAM
“Excellent” standard.
Protect and enhance water quality and Minimise water use in all development and
encourage the sustainable use of water
promote the sustainable use of water for the
benefit of people, wildlife and the
environment.
Minimise the risk of pollution to water
resources in all development
Improve land use efficiency by encouraging To make the best use of previously
the re-use of previously developed land, developed land
buildings and materials
Conserve, protect and enhance biodiversity To prevent harm to biodiversity and achieve
(flora and fauna) and habitats
a net gain in biodiversity under conservation
management as a result of development and
improve understanding of local, urban
biodiversity by local people.
Protect
and
enhance
the
historic To maintain local distinctiveness and
environment
including
townscapes, preserve, enhance, restore and manage the
buildings, archaeological heritage, parks and city's historic landscapes, townscapes,
landscapes
parks, buildings and their settings and
archaeological sites effectively.
Protect and enhance the countryside
Protect and enhance public open space /
green infrastructure and accessibility to it

Shoreham Harbour Regeneration
Sustainability Objectives
1. Increase energy efficiency, encourage
the use of renewable energy sources,
increase the take-up of passive design
and encourage high levels of Code for
Sustainable Homes / BREEAM
standards for new and existing
development.

2. Encourage the sustainable use of water

3. Improve land use efficiency by
encouraging the re-use of previously
developed land, buildings and materials
4. Conserve, protect and enhance
biodiversity (flora and fauna) and
habitats

5. To maintain local distinctiveness and to
protect and enhance the historic
environment including townscapes,
buildings and their settings,
archaeological heritage, parks and
landscapes
None – considered outside scope of the
Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Project
6. Protect and enhance public open space /
green infrastructure and accessibility to it

To reduce pollution and the risk of pollution To improve air quality by continuing to work
to air, land and water.
on the statutory review and assessment
process and reducing pollution levels by
means of transport and land use planning
Minimise the risk of pollution to water
resources in all development
To promote the sustainable development of
land affected by contamination
To ensure that all developments have taken To ensure all developments have taken into
into account the changing climate and are account the changing climate and are
adaptable and robust to extreme weather adaptable and robust to extreme weather
events
events
To improve health and wellbeing and reduce To improve the health of all communities in
inequalities in health
Brighton & Hove, particularly focusing on
reducing the gap between those with the
poorest health and the rest of the city
To reduce crime, the fear of crime and To integrate health and community safety
antisocial behaviour
considerations into city urban planning and
design processes, programmes and projects
To promote sustainable transport and To reduce the amount of private car journeys
reduce the use of the private car
and encourage more sustainable modes of
transport via land use and urban
development
strategies
that
promote
compact, mixed-use, car-free and higherdensity development
To reduce poverty, social exclusion and To narrow the gap between the most
social inequalities
deprived areas and the rest of the city so
that no-one is seriously disadvantaged by
where they live.

7. To reduce the risk and levels of air and
noise pollution

8. To reduce pollution and the risk of
pollution to land
9. To reduce pollution and the risk of
pollution to water
10. To ensure that all developments have
taken into account the changing climate
and are adaptable and resilient to
extreme weather events
11. To improve health and wellbeing and
reduce inequalities in health

12. To reduce crime, the fear of crime and
antisocial behaviour through planning
and design processes
13. To promote sustainable transport and
reduce the use of the private car

14. To reduce poverty, social exclusion and
social inequalities and to narrow the gap
between the most and least deprived
areas so that no-one is seriously
disadvantaged by where they live.
To meet the need for housing and ensure To meet the essential need for decent 15. To meet the need for housing, including
that all groups have access to decent and housing, particularly affordable housing.
affordable housing and ensure that all
appropriate housing
groups have access to decent and
appropriate housing
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To create and sustain vibrant communities
which recognise the needs and contributions
of all individuals.
To
promote
sustainable
economic
development with supporting infrastructure,
and ensure high and stable levels of
employment and a diverse economy.

To avoid, reduce and manage the risk from
all sources of flooding to and from the
development
To improve the range, quality and
accessibility of key services and facilities,
and ensure the vitality and viability of
existing centres
To create places and spaces and buildings
that work well, wear well and look good.

To engage local communities in the planning 16. To create and sustain vibrant
process
communities which recognise the needs
and contributions of all individuals.
To support initiatives that combine economic 17. To promote sustainable economic
development with environment protection,
development with supporting
particularly
those
involving
targeted
infrastructure, and ensure high and
assistance to the creative & digital
stable levels of employment and a
industries, financial services, tourism, retail,
diverse economy
leisure and hospitality sectors
To balance the need for employment
creation in the tourism sector and
improvement of the quality of the leisure and
business visitor experience with those of
local residents, businesses and their shared
interest in the environment
Manage coastal defences to protect the 18. To avoid, reduce and manage the risk
coastline and minimise coastal erosion and
from all sources of flooding to and from
coastal flooding.
the development and to minimise coastal
erosion where possible.
To promote and improve integrated transport 19. To improve the range, quality and
links and accessibility to health services,
accessibility of services and facilities and
education, jobs and food stores
to improve integrated transport links with
them.
20. To create places and spaces and
buildings that work well, wear well and
look good.

To raise educational achievement and skills
21. To raise educational achievement and
levels to enable people to remain in work,
skills levels to enable people to remain in
and to access good quality jobs.
work, and to access good quality jobs.
To reduce the amount of domestic and To reduce waste generation and increase 22. To reduce waste generation and
commercial waste going to landfill in line with material efficiency and reuse of discarded
increase material efficiency and reuse of
the waste management hierarchy.
material by supporting and encouraging
discarded material by supporting and
development, businesses and initiatives that
encouraging development, businesses
promote these and other sustainability
and initiatives that promote these and
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issues.

other sustainability issues

To protect, conserve and enhance the South None – considered outside scope of the
Downs and promote sustainable forms of Shoreham Harbour Regeneration Project
economic and social development and
provide better sustainable access.
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Appendix 4: Summary of Consultation Representations and Responses
Topic / Reference Comments
Environment Agency
SA Objectives
Overall the sustainability objectives contained cover
the key issues within our remit. We are particularly
supportive of objectives 4, 9 and 18 relating to
biodiversity, water quality and flood risk.
Indicators
Overall we consider that the indicators are relevant
measures for how planning decisions impact on the
sustainability objectives.
PPPSIs
We would recommend that the Adur and Worthing and
Brighton & Hove Strategic Flood Risk Assessments
should be included within the relevant PPPSIs.

Natural England
Indicators

Indicators

SA Objectives

Indicator 14 could be amended as follows “Number
and scale of developments commenced within
designated sites and reserves or significantly affecting
such sites”
Indicator 16 is “Amount of land identified as BAP
habitat” This should be about the area of BAP habitat
lost and or gained (including the degradation and
enhancement of such habitat) through the
development process
Sustainability Objective 6. Consideration should be
given to using the Natural England ANGS Standard as
set out in Nature Nearby: Accessible Natural
Greenspace Guidance. The ANGS standard
recommends that everyone should have access to
good quality natural greenspace near to where they
live:
• Of at least 2 hectares in size, no more than 300
metres (5 minutes’ walk) from home
• At least one accessible 20 hectare site within

Response
Noted

Noted

This has not been included as it is a technical background
document. No other technical background documents were
included in the list of PPPSIs.
The SFRA will inform the preparation of specific plans or
programmes.
Amended as recommended.

Amended as follows: “Amount and net loss or gain in area
of land identified as BAP habitat”.

Noted. The objective has not been amended. BHCC has
included local standards in the Brighton & Hove Draft City
Plan (Policy CP16: Open Space). The Draft Adur Local
Plan (Draft Policy 29: Green Infrastructure and Open
Space) states that work on a Green Infrastructure Strategy
and a Green Infrastructure and Open Space SPD will be
prepared.
The following indicator has been added: “Number of
developments meeting Natural England Accessible Natural
Greenspace Standard (ANGS)”

Topic / Reference

Indicators

SA Objectives

Strategic
Objectives

Comments
two kilometres of home
• One accessible 100 hectare site within five
kilometres of home
• One accessible 500 hectare site within ten
kilometres of home
• A minimum of one hectare of statutory Local
Nature Reserves per thousand population
Sustainability Objective 11 includes a number of
supporting criteria. The term “healthy lifestyles” should
be clearly defined in the document or by cross
reference to documents that do so. The final criterion
should also consider the provision and accessibility of
attractive new walking and cycling routes.
We welcome the decision “not to alter or remove the
conflicting objectives, especially as in many cases the
detrimental impacts of providing new development can
be minimised through mitigation measures”.
Recognition of potential conflict should ensure that its
resolution remains a primary focus through the
planning and design processes. A general overview or
masterplan of where development may take place and
where habitats and biodiversity may be protected and
enhanced provides a framework for the issues to be
resolved and a basis for amending the development
strategy in response to changing circumstances. This
overview is likely to be particularly helpful were tradeoffs may be considered, however any compromises
need to be considered in the light of the government’s
aim of halting the decline in biodiversity and generating
net gain (see NPPF, Para 109).
Strategic Objective 6 is welcomed. “Local Environment:
To protect and enhance the area’s important
environmental assets and wildlife habitats including
Site of Special Scientific Interest, Local Nature
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Response

Noted. This criterion has not been amended. The
supporting criteria are intended to stimulate discussion on
the likely impacts of a plan or programme rather than act as
measurable indicators. The following indicator has been
added under SA Objective 13: “Amount of new walking and
cycling routes provided “.
Noted.

Noted

Topic / Reference

Comments
Reserve and Village Green”.
Biodiversity
Natural England welcomes the recognition that “the
regeneration area also borders or contains
environmentally sensitive allocations and it was
considered that increased development could
potentially lead to increased visitor pressure, and
potentially damage, to these sites”. It is an essential
part of the planning process to consider these issues,
and in the context of the importance of SSSIs
confirmed in NPPF (Para118) which indicates that “...
proposed development on land within or outside a Site
of Special Scientific Interest likely to have an adverse
effect on a Site of Special Scientific Interest (either
individually or in combination with other developments)
should not normally be permitted. Where an adverse
effect on the site’s notified special interest features is
likely, an exception should only be made where the
benefits of the development, at this site, clearly
outweigh both the impacts that it is likely to have on the
features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest and any broader impacts on the national
network of Sites of Special Scientific Interest”.
Waste Water
The document raises the issue of high water stress,
but I was not able to find equivalent consideration of
the capacity of existing or planned infrastructure to
treat waste water.
Environment and Heritage, West Sussex County Council
Environmental
Under Issues to be addressed, we suggest that you
Issues
include the provision of green infrastructure, for
example: “Ensure the provision of an interconnected
network of multi-functional greenspace/green
infrastructure that sits within a strategic framework”.
Sustainability
Under Economic Problems / Issues to be addressed, it
Problems / Issues might be helpful to highlight the links between the
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Response
Noted

Amended and included as follows: “Ensuring the provision
of an interconnected network of multi-functional public open
spaces and green infrastructure that sits within a strategic
framework”.
This is not a specific problem or issue to be addressed. The
suggested text has been incorporated into the introductory

Topic / Reference

SA Objective

Indicators

Comments
economy and the environment. The environment,
including the ecology, of Shoreham Harbour area
should be regarded as an asset and development
opportunities should seek to benefit from and enhance
the local environment: “A high quality environment can
be a significant factor in attracting businesses to a
locality and hence supporting a thriving economy”.
Sustainability Objective 4: Conserve, protect and
enhance biodiversity (Objective could be simplifies to:
“Conserve and enhance biodiversity
Sustainability Objective 4: We endorse the proposed
indicators but propose an additional indicator: “Number
of developments which deliver a net gain in biodiversity
(All developments should seek to enhance biodiversity
wherever possible).
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Response
text in Section 6.

Noted. This has not been amended to retain consistency
with the equivalent SA Objective in the Adur Local Plan.
Additional indicator included as follows: “Number of
developments which deliver a net gain in biodiversity and
habitats”.
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